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Tired of hearing about Janet? OK,
so arc we. But you know every college student still has an opinion
about it. so read the opposing
views on page S about the infamous sneak-peak perfonnance.
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Wickliffe Mounds faces imminent closure
by Me lissa Kilcoyne
News Editor

Students involved in the archaeology program at Murray State will
be at a loss for hands·on experience
after the June 30 closing of the
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center.
"Unle~s a miracle happens in the

state budget. I think the University
administration has decided this is
where one of the cuts is going to
be," said Kit Wesler. director of
Wickliffe Mounds and professor of
archaeology at Murray State. "It
will make doing the field study a
little bit harder because Wickliffe
"'as always our base of operation."
The University began funding

Wickliffe Mounds in 1983. Wesler
said, and he has been the director
since its start. He attributed the
closing of the site to statewide budget cuts being passed on by the
University.
"I always thought we were to the
benefit of the University, and we
have University officials dismissing it as a tourist site," Wesler said.

"There are a number of ways we
could have managed the situation,
and if we had taken the time to look
into it, we could have made other
plans. But given the time remaining, I don' t know if there's anything we can do."
Robert Rushing, sophomore
from Dawson Springs. said he is
going to minor in archaeology and

the closing of Wickliffe Mounds
would prove detrimental to the
department.
"It's the only place we have to go
to get any exposure working with
an actual site. and every other state
has opportunities for more handson experience:· Rushing said.
Adrianne Sams. sophomore from
Louisville, stayed at Wickliffe

Mounds this summer for a ·field
study and said there is not enough
room at Murray to house all the
artifacts appropriately.
" I just think it's funny that the
University has e nough money to
blow it on a new Wellness Center
and (residential colleges), but

see Wickliffe Mounds/ 3

MAKING THEIR VOICES HEARD

Study abroad
programs
attract more
students
by Elizabeth Caweln
Staff Writer
Last fall, Erin Black spent her days studying humanities, art appreciation, German and German culture in
clas~rooms thousands of miles from home.
The sophomore from Radcliff studied abroad in
Regensburg. Gennany, and said the program exceeded
all her expectations.
"It wao; so much more than I expected," Black said.
"I had a wonderful time."
Black is among a growing number of students taking
advantage of Murray S~te's study abroad programs.
Melanie McCallon. s tudy abroad coordinator with the
Institute for International Studies, said student interest
in study abroad programs has jumped recently and parallels nn increase in the number of students actually
participating in the programs.
McCallon attributes the increase to several factors.
but said on the whole, students and parents feel more
secure about going overseas now than in past semesters.
"We did have some interest before and following
Sept. I I, but mostly there was a tear of what was going
on overseas," McCallon said. "Now, we're definitely
feeling more secure, ami that helps."
McCallon also noted that the addition of an international student adviser to the Institute for International
Studies staff has allowed her to focus more energy on
marketing and recruitment for study abroad programs.
"I've had a lot more time to focus on marketing particular programs and to let students know what is available to them," ~cCallon said.
She mentioned a new initiutive the department is
undertaking inl an attempt to interest students who
might not ordinarily have considered studying abroad.
"We' re working more ... pecitically on targeting certain majors," McCallon said. ' 'Agricullure majors is
one group we're working on right now. They're underrepresented in study abroad, not just at Murray State.
but across the board. We' re trying to let them know
what's available to them. and "'e'll itart doing that in
other academic progmms as well."
McCallon said there are approximately 30 Murray
State students studying overseas. compared to 15 to 20
student-; ut this time last year.
··we had double the numbers in attendance at our fall
study abroad fair this ye~. and the number of students
just walking into my oftice wanting to know more has
doubled.'' she suit!.
After returning to Murray. Black said the experience
in Germany wa~ one or personal growth.
"'I was generally n morc quiet person, and now I'm
trying 10 get nut more and meet new people." she said.
Black said she would highly recommend studying
abrnad to :tny stut.h!nt who might be considering going
overseas.

Ourell Hall, JrJThe Courier-journal

Memben from Murray State's Alliance chapter, an organization supporting the rights of gay, lesbian, bisexual and tnnsgender citizens, attended Youth Lobby Day in Frankfort Wednesday, during which students from across the state, like Nicholas Langley (left) and Michael Roberts
(center), gathered to support Senate Bill 113. Andrea Hildebran (right), Executh:e Director of the Kentucky Fairness Alliance, listened.

Alliance lobbies for safety, marriage rights
by Melissa' Kllcoyne
New~

Editor

Six Murray State Alllance members
joined other students from across the
state in Fmnkfort Wednesday to lobby in
support of a Kentucky Senate bill.
The bill, now before the Kentucky
Senate for a vote. would guarantee a student's right to u safe environment in public schools. acl·ording to the Kentucky
Fairness Alliance, and "prohibit harassment and bullying on the basis of race,
gender. ethnicity, religion, disability and
sexual orientation."
Alliance President Danielle Walsh said
going to Fmnkfort has become n tradition
since the group started making the trek
three years ago: however, she was unable
to attend the event as planned this year.
"(Alliance members) support the
Statewide Fairness Bill, which would
extend thcj;e ordinances to the whole
state,'' Walsh. senior from Frankfort,
said.
In uddition to lobbying in favor of the
Statewide Faimess Bill, Walsh said,
Alliance is taking a stand again!>! an
amendment to the Kentucky State Con-

stitution to prohibit same-sex marriage
and the adoption of a bill to prevent gay
couples from adopting children.
"We don't expect to change all the legislators' minds, because a lot of them are
already made-up.'' Walsh said. "I think it
says something though, that student<> are
willing to wake up at five in the morning
and drive four and a half hours each way
just to talk, sometimes for as little as 30
seconds, with their representatives nod
senators.''
Stephanie Wells, senior from Owensboro. attended the rally in Frankfort.
··rtalked to several representatives and
most of them seemed pretty optimistic
about voting for the (Statewide Faimes!l
Bill),'' Wells said.
Walsh said she thought :.tate legislators were unaware of the effects their legislation ha<: on the everyday lives of the
people they represent.
"Sometimes as (a gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender) person, you feel as
though no one listens 10 you, and they
may not." she said. "But we are going t0
make noise and tell our stories, regardless."
Teresa Heard, freshman from Murr.1y.

said she traveled to Frankfort because she
is a secondary edm.:ation major, and upon
getting a teaching job she wants to know
all students will be protected from bullying and hamssment.
· "It doesn' t matter what the differences
are in children." Heard said. "They
should all be safe and the bullies should
not be allov.ed to bully anyone. I think it
is a \'Cry important issue that children of
diversity ... should be allowed to relax
nnd enjoy their youth."
Wells also said she thOught school settings :;hould be safe for everyone.
"''m going into education," she -said.
"School~ will have to take responsibility
for any bullying or hara~smenl that take
place.''
While in Frankfort. Wells spoke with
:.tudcnts from other schools and they
l'l·hocd suppon for the school bill.
"It was a lot more organized than I
thought it was going to be," she said. "I
thought I might be cha,ing around representative..~. but they were really open and
willing to talk. It wa" an enjoyable expericnl·e, and I look forward lo doing it
agam.''
Hemd also plans to lobby again against

a bill to prevent gay marriage and adoption by gay couples.
"Statistics show that gay couples are as
good. if not better than heterosexual couples at raising children.'' she said. "This
is very important issue, especially after
George Bush's statement that he would
only recognize marriage between heterosexual couples, and that's wrong."
The Kentucky Fairness Alliance
approached the Munny State Alliance
about lobbying three years ago. Wall.h
said members of Alliance were the first
to lobby for gay, lesbian, bisexual and
tmnsgender issues in Calloway County.
"We made history and vowed that the
legislators were going to hear from more
and more of us every year from that point
on until things changed for the better,"
Walsh said. "We've definitely kept our
promise.''
Wells suggested students with strong
feelings uh<ml current legislation talk or
write their representatives about their
concerns.
"Every voice counts," ~he said. "If you
care about somethirtg. I don't sec why
they wouldn't want to go up there and
lobby."

Murray State students miss massive budget rally in Frankfort
by Vanessa Childers
A':-istant :\ews Editor

photo courtesy of the Lexington Herald Leadet

Northern Kentucky University President C hris Pace (middle)
speaks at the college student r ally to protest the budget cuts
T hursday inside the Capitol Rotunda in Frankfort.

While Wednesday night's winter weather mix
kepi Murray State's Student Government Association members from attending the budget cut rally
in Frankfort. more than 400 students from acro~s
the state braved the stonn.
SGA President Jol.h Rose. who drove to the
capital Wednesday. was the lone Racer at the Students Against Higher Education Cul'> rally.
··(Students) packed the Rotunda,'' he said via
cell phone Thursday as he drove back to Murray.
"We were so loud, the (the Generul Assembly)
had 1o recess...
Rose said the legislators went back into session
after lunch at 2 p.m. EST. and by 2:30 they took a
rel'ess because the noise from students distracted
the session.
"We were so loud that we were told by the governor's office that we were going to be kicked

out." Rose ~aid . "When they gave u~ that first
warning we just got louder. After the second one,
they called all sons of security.''
He said he wanted to know if Gov. Ernie
Fletcher knew the students were there.
"'!asked u guy if the go\'emor was there, and he
said yes," Rose said. "Then Ta~ked him if (Fletcher) was in his office and could hear us. The guy
said of course the govemor could hear us because
we were all that anyone could hear.''
University President F. King Alexander and
most of the other university presidents fn1m
around the !'otate attended the rally to support their
students.
''There were two banners un both sides of the
Rotunda thnt ~aid. 'Don't Balance the Budgets on
Our Backs,"' Rose said. "(Aiexande.r) loved it··
He :-aid ~eveml representatives spoke at the
rally, and the president of the Council on Post~ec
ondary Education attended.
The SAHEC rally was scheduled to begin at

1:15 p.m. EST when .students and SGA members
from public universities across the commonwealth "'ould speak with senators and representatives as they passed from lunch to the afternoon
Congressional sess10n.
All SGA<>, except Murray State's, attended the
rally despite the inclement weather.
Jeanie Morgan, SGA coordinator, said SGA
members were disappointed they could not attend
the hudget cut rally in Fmnktort Thursday.
"(SGA members) started calling me this morning, so I turned on the weather and decided we
didn't want to risk getting stranded," Morgan
said. " I thought it would be best to stay here. Safety is always our first concern ."
Morgan called Rose at about t'dO a.m. CST to
tell him the Univen.ity's SGA would not be coming to Frankfort.
"'I talked to Josh this morning. and he'd talked

see RALLY / 3
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ln the Jan. 30 edition, the new
residence hall was incorrectly
reported to cost an estimated $10
million. The building will cost
approximately $22 million.
Also, four Racers from the
women's basketball team were
incorrectly reported as receiving
the College Sports Information
Directors Academic All-American Award. The women were
nominated for the award, not
recipients of it.

Thursday, Jan. 29

Tournaments to showcase
University speech team

Faculty evaluates book
for freshman experience
"Economics, Endeavor and
Ethics: A Look at Ehrenreich"
will be held at 7 p.m., Monday in
the Curris Center Barkley Room.
The event will feature faculty
members who plan to share their
opinion of the Freshman Reading
Experience book, "Nickel and
D(med."
·
For more information, phone
Staci Stone 762-4717.

February 6, 2004

•Police Beat

CorTedions

The Murray State Speech and
Debate Team Tournament is
scheduled from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
on Saturday and Sunday.
Rounds will be held in Wilson
Hall, the Business Building and
Faculty Hall.
The University will host the
annual Speech and Debate State
College Championship from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. on Feb. 20 and 21.
Students can register on the thira
floor of Wilson Hall.
For more information, phone
Crystal Coleman at 762-4467.

The Murray State News

CAMPUS BRIEFLY

Janna Tanner/The News

Carolyn Ewing with the American Red Cross attends to Chris
Noe, graduate student from Elizabethtown, after he donated
blood Tuesday in the Curris Center. Noe has been donating blood
regularly for the past six years.
dents from out of state can contact their local Rotary Club.
Applications are due by Feb.
27.
For more information, phone
Don Robertson at 762-6831 or
Mark Malinauskas at 762-3167.

Murray music association

time from the academic department and other benefits. A com·
plete job description i:; available
upon request from the Student
Affairs Office.
The deadline for applying is
Feb. 16.
For more information, phone
Don R~bertson at 762·6831.

presents concert Thursday Officials designate new

The Murray Civic Music Association will present a performance by Jimmy Wa lker and
Free Flight at 7:30p.m. Thursday
in Lovett Auditorium.
Jimmy Walker and Free Flight
is known for its blending of classical. jazz, new age and rock
music into a performance.
The band has performed on
Rotary club scholarships
"The Tonight Show."
sponsor study abroad
For more information, phone
Murray Rotary Club applica· Brian Runnels at 762·6337.
tions for the Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarships are now availCollege Head ,positions
able in the Office of Student
available In cOMing year
Affairs in Ordway Hall.
The scholarship is for the 2005One, possibly two, Residential
2006 academic year and fully College Head positions will be
funds students to study in anoth- available for the 2004-05 school
er country.
year.
Only ·Kentucky residents are
College Heads receive a snlary
eligible for the scholarship. Stu- supplement, one·half release

~aterfield Library dean
Laurene Zaporozhetz recently
was named the new dean for
Waterfield Library.
A University committee interviewed several candidates in the
fa ll of 2003 before selecting
Zaporozhetz, who previously
wor ked at the University of
Toled, Louisiana State University
and the University of South Florida.

Campus Brirfly i$ .compfled by
Vanessa Childers, assistant netos
editor. ~f you wottld like to submit
infomration for a brief, phont• 7624468.

12:52 a.m. A pizza delivery person called from Franklin College to report the company car·
topper was stolen from his
vehicle while he was delivering
a pizza to a hall resident. A
report was taken, and the incident is currently under investigation.
1:13 p.m. A caller reported her
purse was missing from Racer
Arena. A report was taken, and
the incident is under investigation.
3:22 p.m. A caller reported a
student had fallen and hit her
head in front of Ordway Hall.
Emergency Medical Services
responded to the call. A report
was taken.
7:08 p.m. An officer requested
Emergency Merucal Services be
dispatched to the Regional Special Events Center to aid a subject who seemed to be having a
heart attack. The subject refused
treatment, claiming he was having a diabetic seizure and not a
heart attack. A report was
taken.

Friday, Jan. 30
9:10 a.m. The Housing Office

reported an incident involving
a subject pouring a liquid sub·
stance on a bathroom floor and
setting it afire. The situation is
under investigation, and the
Kentucky Fire Marshal was
notified.
10:26 a.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to the d river of
a vehicle who was speeding on
18th and Monroe streets.
12:41 p.m. A caller reported a
white male with dark hair
pulled into a ponytail, wearing
navy blue pants was 'in the
women's locker room of the
Carr Health Building. The subject was gone upon officer
arrival. A report was taken, and
the situation is under investigation.
7:08 p.m. jerod Belcher, 18-year·
old non-student from Almo,
was arrested for possession of
alcohol by a minor, possession

of drug paraphernalia and pos·
session of a controlled sub·
stance at the comer of Waldrop
Drive and Chestnut Street.

Saturday, Jan. 31
10:22 a.m. A caller from CoUege

Courts reported door-to-door
solicitation by a religious
group. Officers were notified.
4:50 p.m. A Clark College resi·
dent reported items were taken
from his room. A report was
taken, and the situation is
under investigation.
6:45 p.m. A caller reported two
subjects climbing through a
window into the first floor of
Richmond College. The residence director advised it had
been a recurring problem. A
report was taken.

Sunday, Feb. 1
11:44 a.m. A caller from Hart
College reported two subjects
were riding scooters in the
parking lot. The individuals
were gone u pon officer arrival.
1:30 p.m. A caller advised she
may have left her purse in Racer
Arena. Officers were notified,
but the subject called back to
report she found her purse.
11:42 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to a driver of a
vehicle for speeding on Wal·
drop Drive.

Monday, Feb. 2
8:44 a.m. An officer issued a
citation to the driver of a vehicle
for havin g expired license
plates and for not possessing
proof of insurance. The driver
has a court appearance sched·
uled for Feb. 24.
1:29 p.m. An officer issued a
citation to a d river of a vehicle
for having expired license
plates. The officer warned the
subject to stay off campus or he
would be arrested for criminal
trespassing.
4:30 p.m. A caller reported an
unoccupied elevator in Regents
College was stuck on the third
floor. Central Plant was
advised.

Tuesday, Feb. 3
3:20 p.m. The front desk worker

of Elizabeth College advised an
occupied elevator was not
working. Facilities Management was notified.
3:48 p.m. A caller from College
Courts advised his passport
and international driver's
license had been missing since
December 2003. A report was
taken.
10:40 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning to a driver of a
vehicle for driving without
functioning taillights.
11:19 p.m. A caller reported a
hit-and-run accident occurred
near the Curris Center. A report
was taken. At 11 :50 p.m., a Murray Police Department officer
pulled over a white Ford Tau·
rus because it matched the
dE!scription of a vehicle
involved in the accident.

~ednesda~ Feb.4
7:15 a.m. An officer advised
there was ice on the sidewalk
and street at 16th and Hamilton. Central Plant was notified
12:53 ,a.m. A front desk worker
at White College reported a
male wearing a black coat and
stocking cap was looking into
vehicles. The subject was the
owner of the vehicle and was
waiting for a tow truck.
3:09 p.m. A caller reported an
unwanted person on Murray
State's campus. An altercation
occurred off campus previously, and the individuals were
separated. The female was
warned not to return to campus
or she would be arrested for
trespassing.
Racer Escorts: 2
Motorist·Assists: 1
Arrests: 1

Police Beat is compiled by Vanessa
Childers, assist~ant news editor,
with materials provided by Public
Safety. All dispatclred calls are not
listed.
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• Whiplash • Headache5

Sunset Boulevard Music is now located
in the yellow building beside Wendy's
on Chestnut Street!
MUSIC • CAR AUDIO • INSTALLATION

• Lower bade, hip, or leg pain

At Calloway County Chiropractic, our
approach to total body wellness will keep • Neck, sho ulder, or a nn pain
• T19ht muscles, numbness
you active and energized. Don't let pain
keep you from enjoying the activities you • Sciatica
love. Chiroprcx:tic cxljustments can bring
your body bock to its natural state,
improving your body's balance, perfOOl'lance and energy -at work and at play.
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Best
Music
Store!

753-6100

Dr. Scott Foster
1625 Hwy 121 N . , Murray

Just up from the RSEC
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Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762...1468

Drug tests
piss off
student
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•

Do you think Janet
Jackson's Super Bowl peep
show was staged?

In My

"Yes, but I think
everyone needs to
get over it and
stop being a big
boob about it."
Brian Rommes
sophomore. Loulsvi/16

Opinion

v~t:.e\
•

"I don't think so,
but people need
to get over it
because it's just a
tit.,,
Chris lfodes
sophomore, Henderson

"Yes, because
clothes don· t just
rip like that."

Students rally for change
Our View
ISSUE:

Sacha Hartzell

fresmnan. Radcliff

MURRAY STATE'S
CHAPTER OF
AUIANCE TRAV·
ELED TO fRANKFORT THIS WEEK
TO LOBBY FOR

"I don't know if
it was staged or
not, but if anyone
was going to rip
her clothes off, at
least it was Justin
Timberlake."

AND AGAINST
BILLS AFFECTING
STUDENT LIFE
AND CIVIL
RIGHTS.

POSITION:
WE COMMEND

Valerie Lewi.<t
sophomore. Twy, Ill.

STUDENTS FOR
TAKING AN

Rashod Taylor/The Nf.ws

I'd only been employed for
three days at Kids' Komer
Camp when my supervisor
informed me that I was one of
lO counselors, out of 300. who
had been randomly chosen to
undergo a drug test before the
end of the day.
Although her perky attitude
suggested I was the lucky recipient of a high-quality gift basket. what I had really won was
my own pee in a cup, which 1
didn't even get to keep.
At the tender age of 18, l had
taken a summer job to help my
parents pay for my college education and prove I had become
LIZ
a responsible young adult. Not
surprisingly, my good intenSMITH
tions transformed into a rabid
dog which promptly bit me in the ass.
But I digress. Please learn from my experience and
remember: always avoid pro-drug-testing employers.
Since my options were either to urinate or be fired,
I decided to drive to the local hospital where the test
was being administered. Upon arrival, the nurse gave
me a cup, showed me the bathroom, <tnd I was on my
own.
As I settled myself onto the toilet seat, I could still
hear the nurse right outside the door, and after a few
minutes passed, I realized she wasn' t going to leave.
Well, that was a detinite problem. because I'm one of
those bladder-shy people who cannot perform under
pressure. So I decided to tum on the sink to mask the
tinkle sound.
I reached over to tum the knob within my reach,
only to find that there were no knobs at all. Thinking
it might be one of those high-tech motion detector
devices, I waved my hand underneath the faucet, but
nothing happened. So I called out to the nurse. "How
Uo I tum on the sink?" and she yelled back, "You
can't."
Wow. So basically. the hospital installed a phony
sink to give trusting patients a false .sense of hygienic
security, thereby crushing their positive and naive outlook on the world. And I thought lawyers were evil.
Because of this unexpected revelation. I was faced
with a new question. How was I supposed to wash my
hands? Everyone knows it's inevitable that urine will
stray from the cup during the peeing process.
Was I expected to to just let yesterday's apple juice
soak through my skin'! And for that matter, other people had probably endured my same situation in the
very same room, so by touching the doorknob, I was
touching their urine. thereby risking certain exposure
to the SARS virus. I' m lucky to be alive.
Of course. once I reali1ed this, there was no way I
was going to pee. About I 0 minutes passed when I
heard a knock on the door. It was the nurse asking, ''Is
everything all right in there?" ''No,'' I wanted to say.
"everything is not all right. I'll be lucky to escape this
hospital with my life!" But instead, I said, "Ev~ry
thing's fine," in a passive-aggressive undertone.
Then finally, the urge to pee had become so strong
that my juices started to flow into the plastic cup.
After an agonizing 30 minutes, I emerged from the
bathroom, gave the hospital my specimen and was
allowed to return home.
But throughout all the horror and turmoil I endured,
I still remembered my manners. That nurse received a
good, hearty handshake before I left.

ACTIVE STAND IN
GOVERNMENT,
RATHER THAN
SIMPLY
COMPLAINING
ABOUT UNFAIR
LEGISLATIONS.

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
Erin Richards
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of ''The
Murray State News." The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.
College students are notorious for
being extremely apathetic and uninvolved in regards to politics.
Politicians frequently overlook our
demographic because its voting numbers are inconsequential to their campaigns. Our complaints are easily
ignored because they are only that:
complaints without action.
Or so goes the stereotype. However,
Murray State's chapter of Kentucky's
Fairness Alliance, a gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender student
group, traveled five hours to lobby in
Frankfort this week, not only taking
an active role in Kentucky legislation,
but also beginning to disprove a generally-accepted misconception about
young adults.
On Wednesday, seven Alliance
members ventured to the capital to
lobby for and against bills relating to
gay. lesbian, bisexual and transgender
civil rights in Kentucky.
However. this is not th~ first year
Murray State Alliance members lobbied for their rights in Frankfort. In
fact, it is the third.
Meanwhile, the Student Government Association attempted similar
efforts with regards to Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's highly-criticized higher
education budget cuts, but were
unable to travel to Frankfort because

of Thursday's unfavorable weather
conditions.
Whether their efforts are successful
or not, it is encouraging to see college
students standing up and insisting
their voices be heard.
After all, 1t won't be long until we
are no longer simply students, drifting
back and forth between relying on our
parents and being self-sufficient
adults. And it is time we grew up!
Furthermore, college students must
be careful not to join the increasing
number of Americans of all ages who
are neglecting their hard-earned right
to suffrage.
By traveling five hours to Frankfort
in the middle of the school week.
Alliance is taking student involvement in politics far beyond mere voting.
If college students want their issues
to be taken seriously, it's going to take
more than an impressive voter turnout
and an endless stream of undirected
complaints. And that's exactly what
Alliance did and SGA attempted.
So, thank you to the members of
Alliance for showing our government
that students have something substantial to say and insisting they hear us
out.
By taking time out of their schedules to travel all the way to Frankfort,
the members of these organizations
are not only giving back to Murray
State students through the interests
they're promoting, but also by giving
college students a better name in politics.
'

Taylor Ewing

Liz Smith is a staff writer for "The Murray State
News."

Opinion Editor • 762·4468

Severo Avila

College Li fe Edttor • 762·4480

Jake Lowary
Sports Editor • 762·4481

Adam Mathis
Online Editor • 762·4468

Abby Aiken
Chief Copy Editor • 762·4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762·4468

Lottery scholarships deny ailing schools
In My
Opinion

Areta Hathcock
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Tom Bell
Ad Production Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source lor information.
Our goal Is to present that Information In
a lair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum lor expression
and debate.
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interested in journalism or other f1elds relatIng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free lrom
censorship and advance approval of copy;
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their own editorial and news policies.
·The Murray State News• Is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publica·
hon of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News" is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 W1l son Hall .

ELIZABETH
CAWEIN

An audible shudder resonated
from the admissions offices of state
universities across the South on Jan.

20.
Recruitment officers wrung their
hands in fear as the first Tennessee
lottery tickets went on sale at 12:0 I
a.m., .signaling the beginning of a
long-awaited education lottery that
could potentially convince thousands
of students to stay in the Volunteer
State to seek higher education.
The revenue from the lottery,
$41.3 million in the first week alone,
will go directly to fund the education
of Tennessee students attending state
schools.
The initial reaction of Tennesseans
is to rejoice- the state's rapidly sinking education system has been in
desperate need of a life preserver for
several years. Conversely. the reaction of universities in surrounding
states is that of concern.
Will the substantial number of
Tennessee graduates heading to outof-state universities each year see a

great decline with the institution of
the new lottery scholarships'!
Don't count on it.
It took so long to actually get a lottery in Tennessee. I suppose it only
makes ~nse that once we got one,
we would screw it up.
Legislators have allocated all of
the income from the lottery for student scholarships. Great. you might
think, . scholarship~ are a positive
way to em;ourage studenl<; to stay in
state.
The problem? With all of the
money going to student financial
assistance, there is no money to put
into an already failing education system.
If the lottery is going to help education. we must use at least some of
the funds to help our ailing schools.
Professors need pay increases, facilities need upgrades.
You can't just expect students to
come flocking to :-ubstandard Tennessee schools because you give
them a little financial assistance - at

least not the students who fill admissions officers· dreams.
The logic involved here is that if
we bring more students back to Tennessee schools, more tuition will
come in, allowing the universities to
pay professors more and improve the
campuses. almost a "trickle down''
method.
The problem with this train of
thought is that the only requirement
for the !iCholarship is a 3.0 GPA or a
19 on the ACT. So what message are
we sending students? Don't worry
about applying yourself, Suzy, you'll
get into college anyway.
And when Suzy and hundreds of
her friends achieve their life goals of
earning a 19 on the ACf and are
awarded lottery scholarships to
attend Tennessee state schools, our
state universities will become a land
of opportunity for the average student.
And why shouldn't average students have opportunities, you ask,
and I agree. However, students who

score 19s on their ACTs don't attract
professors to universities: they don't
a11ract major corporate donations or
the state's top students. for that matter.
And in the end, isn't that what it's
all about? High school seniors dream
of going to college with the nation's
best and brightest, a dream that has
consistently sent and will continue to
send Tennessee students looking
elsewhere for their higher education
needs.
Murray State has nothing to worry
about when it comes to losing students to the allure of a Tennessee lottery scholarship.
I might be able to go to school in
Tennessee for free, but until the education I would receive there is worth
anything, I'm happy to write my
checks to the s!lue of Kentucky.

Elizabeth Cawein is a staff writer for
"The Murray State News."
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The show stopper
Jacksons ·Super Bowl performance
completely blown out ofproportion
In My

Opinion

VANESSA
CHILDERS
"BuT THIS
WAS JUST A
BOOB. MILUONS OF
BABIES SEE
THEM EVERY
DAY. SEVERAL
TIMES A DAY. I
SEE TWO EVERY
MORNING. IT'S
NOT THAT BIG
OF A DEAL."

••
1

1

Sunday night, many of the 140 million Super Bowl viewers were
offended by the baring of Janet Jackson's breast during the halftime show.
Oh. please. People. it's a boob. A brca.st. A tiL A hooter. There
are dozens of terms for this body pan. People see them every day,
but show them during prime time on national tele-.·ision, and suddenly it's a worldwide controversy.
If in your years on this planet you have yet to learn that the last
name Jackson, and the MTV label, can be very, let's just say ...
controversial, nnd you have not come to expect the unexpected
from them, your street-smart edul·ation ha.'i been sadly neglected.
The woman is nc:arly 40; I'd give her some prup~ just for still
having a semi-perky boob to flaunt. Granted, some people would
say she's had some assistance in that depanment. that's another
story (but my theory for plastic surgery is this: If you can afford it,
fix it within extremes).
Now, as for the whole, "it's offensive" argument: Since when is
a breast offensive? It's a body pan. Now, I have to say if Justin
Timberlake had ripped off his pant; and unveiled his penis, or
if Jackson had shed her skirt and ~pread her legs wide for
the entire world to see, I probably would become a cardcarrying member of the "it was inappropriate" club.
Still, although I may have been offended, I doubt I
would hnvc let il tum into some huge deal, and it
could always be turned into a positive thing- seeing
his member on national television mny be the clo!>est a lot of people will get to it.
But this was just a boob. Millions of babies
see them every day. Several times a day. I
see two every morning. It's not that big of
a deal.
Honestly, I have wondered my entire
life why men can walk around without
having on their shins, and yet women
have to stay covered.
What is it ubout a woman's boobs that
makes everyone flip out? I mean, they
feed children; they attract men Other
than that, they are not really functional. I
don't see what makes them such a big
deal to the rest of the world.
Personally, I don't feel the need to bare
my boobs to the world - then again I'm
really body conscious. But if somc:one else
does, more power to them.
Now watt:h dozens of people come up to me
in the next few days and flash me. I really
don't want to see any more boobs than I
have to see: My two boobs every rooming
are enough for me.
But come on, the woman showed u tit.
grow up.

Plethora
of majors
confounds
.students

Revealing a breast o.n network TV
illustrates our declining morals
One hundred years from now. I doubt the Janet Jackson-Justin
Timberlake Su(ler Bowl debacle will be common knowledge; it is
more probable the incident will end up in some media law textbook to serve as the comic relief for an otherwise dull chapter.
Unless this event serves as the catalyst for sweeping media
reform, Jackson and Timberlake's stunt will not be remembered
as n beginning, but another milestone of the trend toward more
explicit content in the media.
Do we want another mile marker on the road to perdition or the
chance to move toward actions and attitudes of which we can be
pwud'l
That Jackson, who admitted to planning the event in a BBC
story, thought having her breast exposed to be acceptable defies
reason. Aside from the fact that society encourages maintaining a
modicum of human decency, everyone must consider what values
ure being imparted. I doubt nnyone want<> their daughter, mother
or little shter imitating Jackson and Timberlake's stunt.
Juckson'!> attitude toward nudity is not an isolated event but
one more marker on the "descending spiral," as Martin
Luther King Jr. described violence. Society's descent
should raise the alarm in our own minds and indicate
to us the absolute need to push for change.
Opponents of my admittedly moral stance could
easily argue this is one more milemarker on the
road of social development. to a society less confined by nudity taboos.
Such an argument sounds much more convincing in the abstraCt. To effectively make
such an argument, everyone should be comfonable with their own wives, daughters
and mothers performing Jackson's dance.
To put this into perspective, imagine a
child imitating Jackson in this way.
Almost everyone would decry it as vulgarity of the worst sort. But this presents
everyone who does not oppose Jackson's
stunt with a significant problem: how is
the child any different?
This analogy. taken to it'i logical conclusion. demonstrates the only inhibition we
have against children performing a similar act is morality. When were adults granted a dispensation from the dictates of morality
we impose on children?
I am thankful to note the Federal Communications Commission is investigating the entire halftime show. But the FCC cannot change the interests of people. That change must begin with
each individual.
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A DAM
M ATHIS

"To

PUT THIS

IN TO
PERSPECTIVE,
IMAGINE A

CHILD
IMITATIN G
j ACKSON IN

on a dart board and
picking the one the dan
I~~~~~~~ struck.

THIS W AY.
ALMOST
EVERYO NE
WOULD DECRY
IT AS
VULGARITY O F
THE WORST
SORT."

.

Va11essa Childers is the assistallf nrwl·
editor for "The Murray State News. •·

In what some consider
a dull move, Evan
Hedges,
sophomore
from Owensboro, has
decided to change his
major to economics.
Hedges, whose majors
have included agricul·
ture, theater, Spani!ih
education and exercise
science, made what he
said is his final decision.
"I mean, I really don't
care for numbers or
math, but I love
money," he said. "I
think this will suit me
just fine."
Hedges said he chose
his major after plucing
three slips of paper with
majors written on them

Adam Mathis is the online editor for
"The Murray State News."
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"J was choosing between art, economics and
chemistry," he said. "Luck just threw me in the
way of economics."
Although Hedges' method of choosing a
major is a little unorthodox, he said he wouldn't
change his mind for anything.
"I've made a choice and I am prepared to
stick with it," he said. "l will not be waved from
my choice in agrinomics, uh, I mean economics."
Hedges' girlfriend, Heather Croc. snid 1;he
supports his decision.
"I supponed him when he was an ag major
and when he was a theater major," she said. "l
supported him when he was a Spanish ed major,
and when he was exercise science. I even supported him for those whole 10 minutl'S when he
was undeclared."
Croc, junior from Effingham, Ill., said she is
stiU undeclared herself.
':Just like Evan, I have a hard time making up
my mind," :;he said. " I can't seem to decide
between biology and journalism."
Croc said although it can be hard to watch
Hedges go through so many different identities,
she feels he is taking adequate steps in finding
himself.
"It just takes some people longer than others,'' she said. "In his case, he's just trying on
several hats to see which one has the perfect
fit."
Hedges' academic adviser, Jnne Sambinski,
assistant professor of economics, said it can
often be tough for a student to decide their
career.
"Evan isn't abnormal," she said. ''Mnny students try several different majors before settling
with one."
Sambinski said although changing majors
several times in unrelated fields can be a little
odd, it allows students to try and feel out what
they want to do with the rest of their lives.
Paul Devons. senior from Hopkinsville, said
he has changed his major at least five times.
"I may graduate a few years later than most of
my peers, but I am confident that I have chosen
a major that I am secure with," he said. "You
just have to feel out where you are comfortable."
As for Hedges. he will be trying out a new
major this fall when he takes his tirst economics class. Currently. he is preparing for his
newly chosen career by watching a lot of CNN
and helping other people spend their money.
"Just the other day, I made my girlfriend pay
for dinner," he said. "I consider that n smart
economic move.''
Melissa Stone/Jerger is a JG1u:-m•ws columnist
for "The Murray State News. "

Japanese night life exciting, diverse., expensive
•
o1ng

G lobal
Japan
J·

by Myrlah Cooaughty

1 The extremely fashionable culture brings
rtout the best of the best, dressed in their mink
'tcoats and matching Louis Vuitton clutches.
The street crowds with partyers of all ages,
out to forget the troubles of the day or wl.!ek.
And me? Well, I'm just along for the ride.
Most recently. I spent my Christmas brl.!nk

in Japan. traveling tho island of Honshu (the
largest island). home to great cities :;uch as
Tokyo. Nagano, Nagoya, Kyoto, Osaka,
Kobe and Hiroshima.
One of my best friends invited me to
spend some time with her and her 1:1mlly in
Tokyo. After some debate with myself on
whether I should go. u dct:ision \.\aS reached
... absolutely. The way I see it is in a few
years I'll have a JOb and the days of leaving
on a whim are over. so I better capitalii'.e
now.
I decided that for the first week in Japan,
I would travel by myself down to the southern cities of Osaka. Kyoto, Kube. Hiroshima
and Miyajima. I wanted to Sl'C ~ome fnends
I had met in Osaka while studying abroad
during spring of2003. I met up with my old
crowd. as well us made some new friends.
We went out to many nightclub~ while I was
there. sometimes two or three a night.
In Osaka, there is something for everyone.

Whatever kind of music you listen to, I'm
sure you can find it. Most of the clubs play
Techno. Pop. Dance, Tronce or House and
ha-.·e live DJs and dancers.
Drinks are pretty pricey in Japan (along
with everything else) mnging from about $3
to $10 for a beer. Be prepared to pay a sitting fcc in some of the more upscale bars, as
well as a serving fee, which together can hit
you up about $20.
The plus side is there is no Lipping in
Japan. Not at bars. not at restaurants, not in
taxis, nowhere.
Diflercnt clubs bring in different kinds of
people. Some clubs, like Sam and Dave's, as
the title might elude, bring in lots of foreigners- Americans, Europeans, Africans but if that isn't what you're looking for, then
there are lots of clubs that bring in mostly
Japanese customers. so look for clubs with
Japanese names.
Kyoto is a more laid-back city with a cui-

.
.

Lure all its own. There are not very many
nightclubs there. but it is by far one of my
favorite cities.
The people are extremely friendly, even
more so than the already hospitable country,
and unique in fashion and language.
The bars promote a more social atmosphere and have friend ly service. The city has
several renowned universities, so many students are eager to speak English with you or
help you with your Japanese.
In the spring. people of all ages sit by the
famous Kamo River to enjoy the beautiful
cherry blossom trees and relax with friends,
family and their favorite bottle of sake
(Japanese rice wine).
Tokyo is literally a city that never sleeps.
The lights glow as bright from the corporate
sector as they do from the clubs. As the last
train to Shinjuku (a popular downtown area)
arrives at the station around midnight, the
partyers step off as the businessmen shuftle

in and rush home to families.
For some, the night has just begun and a
world of loud music, neon lights, und great
times is waiting. Each night brings new
adventures and new friends you will remember for a lifetime.
Pop culture is the essence of young adults
all over the world, and it is this aspect of
Japan that interests me the most. The obvious contrast between the life I experience
here in Murray and that of Japan keeps me,
and thousands of other tourists, going back
for more each year.
You can plan your own vacation or take
advantage of the many study abroad opportunities here at Murray State. My only suggestion is that you go and enjoy all that
Japan has to offer.
Myriah Conaughty is a junior imematiorull
business major from West Fmnkfort, lll.
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Decrease in number of fanns
wonies local tobacco fanners

New York drivers Ignore Commuter trains injure
law banning cell phones 45 in rush-hour collision

LOUISVILLE (AP) - The number of
Kentucky farms continues to decline,
according to the national agriculture census, and some farmers believe dwindling
tobacco quotas are a factor.
The census, released Tuesday, also
shows the average Kentucky farmer is
older, and the number of farmers who
listed farming as their primary occupation increased. The National Agricultural
Statistics Service issues its agriculture
census every five years.
The number of Kentucky farms
declined 5 percent to 86,605 in 2002, down
from 91,198 in 1997. The 1997 figure was 9
percent lower than 1992.
"There's going to be more if it doesn't
get better," said Billy Simmons, a burley
tobacco farmer from Ekron.
"I raise tobacco, and tobacco right now
they cut it every year," he said. "You
can't grow as much as you used to."
Kentucky tobacco farmers have faced
sizable cuts in their quota, the amount of
tobacco the government aUows them to
grow, since the late 1990s.

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP)- For a
while, New York drivers hung
up their cell phones when the
state banned them three years
ago, but now they are back to
using hand-held models at
nearly the same rate they were
before the ban, a study shows.
The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety attributed the
behavior mostly on a lack of
publicity, a possible warning
to the other states and cities
considering similar bans.
"If you look at the experi·
ences with other laws in highway safety like seat belt and
drunk driving laws, what
seems to make a difference in
the long-term is publicized
enforcement," said the insti·
tute's Anne McCartt, the
study's lead author.
The
study
appeared
Wednesday in the Journal,
"Injury Prevention."

Wlliless admits releasing
infonnatlon to Stewart

FRANKFORT (AP) - A House bill to
create an additional lottery scratch-off
game touched off a debate Tuesday pitting one potent political issue against
another: veterans vs. gambling.
ln the end, raising money for veterans'
programs outweighed opposition arguments against expanding gambling.
The House Committee on Seniors, Military Affairs and Public Safety approved
the bill.
Half the net revenues from a "Kentucky
veterans' benefit game" would go into a
state trust fund for veterans' programs.
The Kentucky Lottery would keep the
other half. Lottery proceeds are primarily
used for scholarships.
Les Beavers, commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs,
said a lottery game would help meet the
needs of the state's veterans' population.
Beavers estimated the new game could
generate $1.5 million annually that could
be used for veterans' nursing homes,
cemeteries and other programs.

NEW YORK (AP)- A former
brokerage assistant took the
witness :stand against Martha
Stewart and began recounting
the story prosecutors hope will
persuade jurors the domestic
styl~setter lied to cover up a
stock tip.
Douglas Faneuil, a former
assistant at Merrill Lynch &
Co., testified Tuesday that bro·
ker Peter Bacanovic made it
clear he wanted the stock tip
passed to Stewart by blurting:
"Oh my God, get Martha on
the phone."
The alleged tip stated that
Im.Clone Systems founder Sam
Waksal and his family were
franti.cally trying to unload
their shares of lmCione stock.
Waksal later admitted he had
illegal insider knowledge of
coming news that would send
the stock tumbling.
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Lottery bill allocates trust fund
to add programming tor veterans
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Japan deploys forces
t o help rebuild Iraq
ABDULLAH
AL
MUBARAK, Kuwait (AP)
About 90 Japanese soldiers
assigned to help rebuild
Iraq arrived at a Kuwaiti air
base early Wednesday,
inaugurating the main part
of Japan's highly contested
mission.
The ground troops, most
of whom are engineers,
spearheaded the main rollout of what is set to become
Japan's largest, riskiest and
most high-profile deployment of its military in half a
century. Their departure
was greeted warily by former World War II foe,
China.
''We,
the
Japanese
Self-Defense
Ground
Forces, are here to assist in
the reconstruction of Iraq,"·
said Col. Yasushi Kiyota, a
spokesman for the troops.
He declined to say when
the troops would go to Iraq,
saying he did not want to
discuss their schedules for
"security reasons.''
Troops often train for
about a week in Kuwait
before heading into Iraq.
The soldiers are part of
about 1,000 ground, sea and
air forces being sent to the
region. They arrived for
training at a base 40 kilom~
ters (25 miles) west of
Kuwait City before moving
Saturday to the southern
Iraqi city of Samawah,
where they will build housing for 500 troops expected
to arrive by March.

CHICAGO (AP) -Two com·
muter trains collided on elevat·
ed tracks during the evening
rush hour Tuesday, causing
minor injuries to 45 people.
Many of the injured complained of neck and back pain,
and they were transported in
fair and good condition, said
Chicago fire
department
spokesman Kevin MacGregor.
The trains were headed
north in the city's downtown
when one ran into the back of
the other. The impact shattered
windows on the train cars and
threw passengers to the floor.
Chicago Transit Authority
spokeswoman Sheila Gregory
said because the trains were
traveling along a curve at the
time, they were not traveling
very fast. The trains can carry
600 passengers each.

Gang members accused
In sexual assault of girl
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
Prosecutors have charged
three suspected gang members
with sexual assault and other
counts after pictures taken of
an alleged gang rape surfaced
at a one-hour photo shop.
An employee at the photo .
shop discovered pictures of
several men engaged in sex
acts with an apparently unconscious
13-year-old
girl.
Authorities said the attackers
were posing for the camera
and flashing gang signs.
Investigators said
they
traced a license plate shown in
the photos to a West VaHey
City residence. The owner of
that house directed them to
another house he owned that
was vacant.
Authorities said an involved
gang member told them the
girl "was out of it" while she
was being assaulted and she
may have been drugged.

Physicist apologizes
for leaking secrets
ISLAMABAD,
Pakistan
(AP) -The founder of Pakistan's nuclear weapons
program
claimed
fun
responsibility Wednesday

AP

Photo/Kyodo, Kazuyuki Matsumura

Family members and colleagues wJtve small Japanese
flags as a com·oy of Japanese Ground Self-Defense
Forces• armored vehicles is deployed from their camp at
Nayoro in northern Japan Saturday. The troops are
part of the main contingent to be sent to southern Iraq
where they will work on humanitarian and reconstruction operations.
for leaks of nuclear secrets
he said were made behind
the government's back. He
begged forgiveness from
President Gen. Pervez
Musharraf and the nation in
a televised apology.
Abdul Qadeer Khan
admitted sending nuclear
technology to Libya and
two countries that Washington dubbed part of an
"axis of evil" - Iran and
North Korea, officials said.
The apology could presage
a deal to avoid a messy
public prosecution, intelli·
gence sources said.
Hailed as a national hero
for giving the Islamic world
its first nuclear bomb, Khan
is the focus of the Pakistani
investigation that began in
November nfter Iran told
the U.N. nuclear watchdog
it obtained nucle<~r technol ·
ogy
from
Pakistan.
Musharraf admitted for the
first time last month that
"individuals" had sold Pakistan's weapons secrets for
personal gain.

Turtdsh rescue workers
free trapped civilians
KONYA, Turkey (AP)
Workers rescued 31 survivors and pulled out 21
bodies from the rubble of a
collapsed apartment build·
ing Wednesday as relatives
waited for news of dozens
s till unaccounted for.
The sudden collapse of
the ll·story apartment
building
on
Monday
evening prompted new
accusations about shoddy
construction in Turkey.
Turkish Prime Minister
Recep Tayyip Erdogan
called for tougher laws on
building codes.
•
Rescue workers freed one
survivor overnight and
pulled out the bodies of
four other victims on
Wednesday, raising the
death toll to 21. Thirty-one ·
survivors were evacuated.

M..•ws in Bn"ef is rompiltd by
Rob Whitfield, wire editor.
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Tattooing & Body Piercing By
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HOURS:
Monday - Saturday: 1-9 p.m.
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Say " BE MINE"
with an ad in
The Murray State News!
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College Ufe Editor: Severo Avila
Assistant College life Editor: Alli'><Xl light
Phone: 762-4168

This Week
•Friday
•Art Exhibit - A Portrait of Vietnam, photos
by A very C rounse ,
Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery hours 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Mo n. - Fri .• I
p.m. to 4 p.m. Sat. and
Sun. Free admission.
•Ticke ts - Tickets
available
for
" An
Evening with Maya
Angelou." For more
information
contact
SGA at 762-695 1 or
www.msusga.com.
•Cohcert - An Evening
with Randy Choice &
Friends. 7 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium. Tickets
available at the door.
•Cinema International
"Mostly Martha," 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

•Saturday
•Racing - Motorcycle
and 4-Wheeler Racing,
Expo Center. For more
information . contact
762-3125.
•Brunch
Alpha
Brunch sponsored by
Alpha Phi Alpha, 1
p.m., Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity
Dance
Lounge.
•Bake Sale - Newman
House Bake Sale, 6
p.m., Gleason Hall.
•Cinema International
"Mostly Martha," 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Fr ee admission.

Midaatl Robinlon
graduate s~t

Marra1
"The Beatles were influenced by
American music. but it was American music that the radios wouldn' t
play. Their impact was huge. Can
you think of any other group that is
no longer around that people are
stilllistl!ning to and getting into?
The Bealles are like this ultimate
medium.''

"I

think they were the starting of a
new era of music in our world culture because they started a whole
boy band thing and because there
are a lot of them now, 1 think it
started with the Beatles. Girls
loved them then and most girls
love boy bands now."

Drew Collins
Possom Trot

Drew Farmer
sophomore
Paducah

•Sunday
•Racing - Motorcycle
and 4-Wheeler Racing.
Expo Center. For more
information
contac t
762-3125.
•Bake Salt - Newman
House Bake Sale,
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.•
Gleason Hall.
•Alpha Spirit - Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity
Alpha Spirit, depart
from Curris Center ·at
9:15 a.m., First Street.
Baptist Church, Hopki nsville.

*ofThe Fab Four
.
by Severo Avila
CoUegc Life Editor

It is Feb. 7 in New York City.
Lydnon B. Johnson is in office and

•Monday
•Bowling - Bowling
with Black Student
Council.
7
p.m .,
Corvette Lanes.
•Reading - "Econom·
ics, Endeavor, and
Ethics; A Look at
E hrenreich,
7 p.m.,
Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•Educational Forum
"What the ... is a NonDenomination?,"
8 p.m.. C urris Center
Ohio Room.

" I Want To Hold Your Hand" sits

"I used to love them. I used to
listen to them all the time. I like
their music and I like the words to
· their songs. and they had pretty
catchy tunes. Some o f the words
applied to what was going on in
their time and they kind of related
to the people at the time."
Michael Staub
freshman
Atlanta

days will be called the greatest in
rock In' roll history not only for its
musical magnitude, but for its
social significance as well.
Their arrival ushers in a revolu-

atop the charts as the No. 1 album

tionary era on the American

in America.

cultural scene -the British Inva-

Pan American Flight 101 from
London lands at New York's

··I don't really like the Beatles ...
that type of music. It's way too
old-fashioned. I prefer rap and
R&B."

sion.

Kevin Davis
sophomore
Lexington, Tenn.

From the poetic beauty of

Kennedy-Airport amid much fan-

"Eleanor Rigby" to the drugged-out

fare and four Cadillac limousines

hallucinations of "Lucy in the Sky

cut through the city, whisking the

with Diamonds" the Beatles have

four travelers off to the Plaza

given us much to think about.
On the 40th anniversary ~f their

•Tuesday

Hotel. In two days they will per-

•CAB - Campus Activities Board meeting.
4;30 p.m., Curris Center SGA Offi ce.
•History Bowl - Black
History Bowl sponsored
by Phi Beta Sigma, 7
p.m., C urris Center
Dance Loung7.

form live on the Ed Sullivan Show

arrival in this country, Murray State

to an estimated 70 million viewers.

students, faculty and staff sound

It is 1964 and The Beatles have

off on how they think The Beatles

•Wednesday
•SGA - Student Gove rnment Associatio n
:;tudent senate meeting.
5 p.m .. C urris Center
Barkley Room.
•Dinner - Newman
House Dinner. 5 p.m ..
Newman House. Free
admjssion.
•Public Forum - Public
Forum sponc;ored by the
Black Student Council,
7 p.m.. Curris Center
Small Ballroom.

•Thursday
•Performance - Celebrate our Black History
throug h art. featuring
MOZZ. 7 p.m., location
TBA. There is an
admission fee .
•Concert - Murray
Civic Music Association presents Jim Walk·
er and Free.Flight. 7:30
p.m.. Lovett Auditorium. There is an admission fee.

come to America.
Mcmty Bmaemaa
senior

This tour, covering 25 cities in 32,

affected music, America and the
world.

Paducah

KEELHAUL

Chris Schweizer
A GIFT CERliFICA TE
FOR A MANICURE/
PEDICURE. HOW
APPROPRIATE.
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This Weel<
1. Speakerboxxx/
The Love Below - OutKast
2. The Very Best of Sheryl
Crow - Sheryl Crow
3. Fallen - Evanescence
4. 2004 Grammy Nominees
Various Artists
5. Soulful - Ruben Studdard
Source: Associated Press

• Movies
1. You Got Served - starring
Raz B
2. The Butterfly Effect
starring Ashton Kutcher
3. Along Came Polly - starring
Ben Stiller
4. The Lord of the Rings:
Return of the King - starring
Elijah Wood
5. The Perfect Score - starring
Scarlett Johansson
Source: Associated Press

• Books
1. Arthur Agatston -The
South Beach Diet
2. Dan Brown - The Da Vinci
Code
3. Arthur Agatston - The
South Beach Diet Good Foods
Good Garbs Guide
4. Dan Brown - Angels and
Demons
5. Phillip C. McGraw - The
Ultimate Weight Solution Food
Guide
Source: Associated Press

• web site
www.geodtles.com/- beatleboyl/db.menu.btml
C;tn't ger enough of the Be:11les?
Still wanting more? Get the ultimate Bcatles experience from
this Web .sire. Read interviews
with the Fab Four from 1962 to
1984, check out photos and
famous quotes compiled over
the ycar.s, pankipate in polls
about the hand and even send a
Beatlcs c-grccting. Also, check
o ut link:- to other great Bcmles
pages. For the ultimate Bearles
fan, this site is not to be missed.
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Curris Center camaraderie
Chi Alpha, Phi B~ta Sigma sponsor Super Bowl parties
byUzSrnlth
Staff Writer
To many, the Super Bowl is the epitome of
all sporting events - a crucial part of Amcrl·
can culture that gives its citizens a healthy
dose of testosterone and cheese fries. Tooth·
ers, it's another Sunday night of football that
comes with an eventful halftime show or nn
unusually large piece of dishware marked
half off at Kmart.
But last Sunday, both ESPN watchers and
Martha Stewart Living subscribers gathered
at 5 p.m. in the Curris Center for the same
united purpose: to do some serious Super
Bowl partying (grunt grunt. whoop whoop).
Football fans had their choice of attending
two parties in the Curris Center. One, sponsored by the Christ Ambassadors, was held in
the Stables, and the other. sponsored by Phi
Beta Sigma Fratemiry. was in the theater.
Students who favored multiple television sets
and barbecued chicken wings frnternized
with tbe faithful, while those who preferred
the big screen and surround sound enjoyed
pizza with the Greeks.
Before lhe game, students made their loyalties known, most of which were to the
Patriots.
"The Patriots will win bec~use that's just

Ani DiFranco

what I've heard," Courtney Crutcher, sopho·
more from Paris. Ky .• said. "I really don't
know anything about the Super Bowl."
The Panthers mostly got pity votes. loving·
ly referred to as the underdogs by all its sup·
porters. Though some sided with the team for
more personal reasons.
"My husband thinks the Patriots are going
to win. so I have to root for the Panthers,"
~aid Erica Gage, junior from St. Genevieve,
Mo.
Differences aside, but all bets on, students
locked their eyes on the screen for the next
four hours. eagerly anticipating the success
or failure of their particular team.
The Christ Ambassadors decided to add
some spice to the game and raise the stakes.
They set up a prize system based on touch·
downs scored by each team.
Parry-goers wrote their names on pieces of
paper and dropped them in buckets labeled
Panthers or Patriot<;, depending on which
team they favored. Whenever a team scored,
a name was drawn from the winning bucket
and that lucky person received one of several
prizes.
"We've got coupons for free pizza. dinner
at Cracker Barrel, Ryan's and some others,"
Murk Randall, pastor of Christ Ambassadors,
said. "Funds from the club paid for all the

''Our goal was to create
a great atmosphere for
students so they could
enjoy the Super Bowl
and have a genu ine fee ling of fe ll owship.~'

Steph on Gardner
Phi Beta Sigma president

"My wife had already won a free dinner, so
I gave mine to somebody I thought would

like it.'' Hereford said.
But dinners and gift certificates were not
the only pri1es going for free during the
Super Bowl. As the halftime show drew to a
close, Janet Jackson was charitable enough to
grace the world with a sneak peak at one of

"the girls."
"The highlight of the! Super Bowl was
when Janet Jackson was dancing with Justin
Timberlake," Stephon Gardner, president of
Phi Beta Sigma. said. "lt was real quick and
the TV cameras moved, but that brought in a
lot of roars."
As the Super Bowl neared the end of the
fourth quarter. Patriots and Panthers fans
alike were on edge, the game was tied down
to the last few seconds when the Patriots
kicked a field goal to win the game.
"Most of the people were upset because
even though the majority thought the Patriots
would take it, everyone was going for the
Panthers," Gardner said. "They didn't want
to see the Patriots win again."
Though many were disappointed with the
outcome of the game. most were satisfied
with their Super Bowl party experience.
"Our goal was to create a great atmosphere
for students so they could enjoy the Super
Bowl and have a genuine feeli ng of fellowship," Gardner said. "To us. the obje~.:tive
was accomplished."
More than 100 students filed out of the
Curris Center after the festivities came to an
end. Some continued to joyously celebrate
the Patriot victory. while others solemnly
mourned the death of tht:ir Panther pride.

disgruntled housewife of rock 'n' roll

by Justin Bontrage r
Film/Music Reviewer
Ani DiFranco
"Educated Guess"
Righteous Babe Records
Ani DiFranco (or "Ahhhnee.'' as her disciples like to pronounce her name) has been
the heroine of National Public Radio listen·
ers, bumper sticker activists and teenage
fem inists for over a decade now .
She has transformed herself from a coffee
shop open mie act to a veritable icon of slo·
gan folk. At this point in her career she
doesn't have to live up to any exp~ctat ions.
She can put out a recording of herself
singing the phone book and her fans would
pronounce it the greatest work of genius
since the sports bra.
As a journalist I'm supposed to be objective. Yeah, right. How objective is Dan
Rather? I could try to come up with cleverly-placed language to conceal my opinion,

prizes and refreshments."
James Hereford. assistant professor of
physics and engineering, won a free dinner at
August Moon. But being touched by the
Super Bowl spirit. he generously offered the
pri1e to a lucky party attendee.

but why bother? I hate Ani DiFranco! More
often than not her music is mediocre and her
lyrics (in all their misspelled glory) .':iCCm
like they were culled from some l6.year·
old' s lost Hello Kitty notebook . However, 1
have to give her credit where credit is due.
She's damn prolific. releasing at least an

album a year, and she tours more often than
Metnllica. At least she's out doing something other than putting a "Free Tibet" stickr
er on her run-down Volvo.
She likes to espouse her "do it yourself'
ethic almost as much a<: her fans like to
credit her for it. I thought it was all bullshit
(since ~he's appeared in People magazine
and on nationally-syndicated television),
and I dislike her rno~tly for that. I had an
argument with a friend over this, so l decided to do some research. I was wrong. I
called her label, Righteous Babe Records,
that gave nll.: lhe name of their distributor,
Kuch Entertainment, that had me talk to
some guy who convinced me they were
indeed independent. I wasn't quite satisfied
so I dug a little deeper and found that this
appears to be true.
The only thing that made me raise my
eyebrow a little is that "Ahhhnce.'' a cham·
pion of women's rights. has her records distributed by the same corporation that distributed Death Row Record~ (champions of

Mu,iC Fnm• lhc
l' runll't•r<.:h

M~rit111111

"women are bitches, yo"). I can let it slide
though, at least she's not distributing
through EMI or Sony (both very nasty corporations).
As far as the music on this disc. I must
admit I was also surprised. Her lyrical
approach has become more subtle and, as a
result, more profound (still nothing compared to Patti Smith. whom most Ani fans
don't have the faintest clue about). Her
singing has improved. too. And, perhaps
most importantly• .she hils learned how to
piny the guitar - even with u distinctive. if
somewhat irritating, style. This is the best
thing rve heard from her since "Not a Pretty Girl," which really wasn't us good as it
was unique.
Her sound still owes a lot to Patti Smith
and Kate Bush, but hey. that's bcrter than
Lisa Loeb. This is a disc definitely worth
checking out if only to reevaluate your
stance on Ani DiFranco.
Grade: B-

,\
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Visit us at one of our four convenient locations!
200 AN. 12th St.
Murray
(270) 753..3086

HWY 641 South
Hazel
(270)492-8839

41 7 S. Sixth St.
Mayfield
(270)251 ·0640

325 Main St.
Benton
(270)527·011 0
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Pondering politics·
Students express opinions on candidates, Bush, low voter _turnout
by Jonathan Meador
Staff Writer
For college students, the election process is a mixed
bag. Few politicians ever manage to capture their
altention. much less their vote. The 18- to 24-year-old
demographic is notorious for low voter turnouts,
heralding a disenchantment from the political process.
But in eight short months the people of America
will elect their next president.
Sound bytes, hot off the caucus grill, buzz their way
into household vocabulary as quickly as they disappear, and with more Democratic candidates than you
could shake a compassionate conservative at, it's hard
to place faces with names.
With the opportunity to appoint the next leader of
our·great country, Murray State students voiced their
opinions about the Democratic candidates, Bush and
why college students hail low voter turnouts.
Brandon Thompson, freshman from Louisville.
offered his take on the Democrats.
"[ think Kerry will get it, based off of sheer, dumb
popularity," Thompson said. "I heard on television
that people think he's 'electable'," he added. "What
docs thut mean?"
Democratic primaries in Iowa, New Hampshire. and
Ohio ure painting Sen. John Kerry, of Massachusetts,
as the man with enough steam to beat Bush.

CLUES ACROSS
1. Nutrient
5. The "Duke of_: Gene
Chandler song
9. Unction
14. Monster
15. The Muse of history
16. Used to raise water
17. Coral or barrier
18. Tacky fun
19. Willows used for furniture
20. Soiree star
23. Settled down
24. Baseball stat
25. Extremely cold
28. Hand and fingernail care
33. Enticement
34. Precautions
35. Green or black
36. lowliness
39. Hates, Scot.
41 . Tear
42. Koran chapters
43. Lake _, one of the

Howard Dean has since dropped to fourth, because
his penchant for foot-in-mouth-statements, and his
embarrassing display of fervor in Iowa which gained
him a favorable reputation on late-night talk show circuits, much to the chagrin of the American public.
In a recent popularity poll conducted by CNN.
Kerry beat Bush in New York.

' ' I think Kerry wili get it, based off of
sheer, dumb popularity. I heard on television that people think he's 'electable.'
What does that mean? ''

Brandon Thompson
freshman, Louisville
"Bush never had that much of a stronghold in New
England," Michael Moss said. "Clinton had already
cemented New York for the Democrats. {Kerry's popularity there) is not that big of a surprise."
Moss, freshman from Dyer, Tenn., said he intends
to vote for Bush.
"I'm not a Republican, but I agree with his views
(on many subjects)," Moss said. "I think that if the
Democrats are going to stand a chance, they're going

Great
44. Creative persons
46. Bird's nests
48. Data executive, abbr.
49. Ethiopian town
50. Marching band members
57. Slang for money
58. Italian seaport
59. Iraq (in German)
60. Get used to something
61. Pier, side of porch
62. Filippo _, Saint
63. Door (French)
64. _ Connery, 007
65. Family based on male
descent
CLUES DOWN

1. An herb other than grass
2. Double curve
3. Soviet city
4. In a way, falls
5. Reverberant
6. High above

7. Sidesplitter
8. Strongly opposed
9. Clubby
10. Design made of small
pieces of colored glass
11. Plant part
12. State of Cambodia
13. Damage
21. _ Lilly, drug company
22. Bulky grayish-brown
eagle
25. Fright
26. A genus of Old World
herbs
27. A soft thin light cloth with
a crinkled surface, var.
28. Supernatural forces
29. Humanistic discipline
30. Many wombs
31. Lace again
32. Comforts
34. Medium-sized mackerel
37. Appraisal
38. Russian citY
40. Combining with gas

to have to deal with Medicare and Social Security
problems that will affect the next generation to come."
But when all the burly-burly is said and done and
the confetti has fallen to the floor of the Democratic
Headquarters in Washington. D.C .• the winner will
have to run against the president.
"I fee l that he's done a good job,'' Luke Maddox.
sophomore from West Frankfort. Ill., said of Bush.
Bush's approval rating is largely based on his war
on terrorism and Iraq, giving him a narrow base of
support when it comes to serious issues. This could
potentially leave the president vulnerable to attack in
areas beyond his knowledge according to www.abcnews.com
"I don't care who wins," freshman Sandra Watson,
said. "So long as it isn't Bush."
Watson is a military brat, hailing from Gettysburg,
Pa.. and has served two and a half years in the armed
forces. She criticizes Bush for his recent meddlings in
Iraq.
"My boyfriend is in the army, and he's currently
stationed in Iraq," she said. "I see what's in the news,
and Bush still hasn't brought him home to me."
Yet there are those who choose to remove themselves from the process entirely. Half the students
polled do not follow politics and could not name even
one of the Democratic candidates.
"I care a little bit. but not much." Ronnie Hoffman.

junior from Evansville, Ind.• said. "Voting is just a
hassle."
Hassle or not, Hoffman represents a sizable portion
of young voter~ who do not cast their ballot. According to www.FOXNews.com, only 29 percent of registered voters aged I 8 to 24 voted in the 2000 presiCJential election.
"(Politicians) don't relate to me," Hoffman added.
Because of the lackluster voting turnout of collegeaged students, politicians have largely ignored young
voters. focusing instead on an older demographic students' parents. Without any candidate to represent
their interests, some college students find it frustrating
and refuse to take part.
"I don't care," said Kenton Minter, freshman from
Lancaster. "(Politicians) tend not to care (about things
that affect me). It's like my vote doesn't count."
Right now all across the nation the gear.s of the
American political machine have begun to turn rapidly.
While Kerry and the gang busy themselves with
kissing babies, Bush is building a moat around the
White House. Both parties have a short eight months
to wait before the American people, college students
included, speak out come November.
''I'm concerned about (my country)," Thompson
said. ''I'll vote because what happens in politics
affects everyone."

45. A way to carve
Arabs
46. Name of 6 Popes
53. Fonda, Eyre, Mansfield
47. Female sheep
54. A figure that branches
49. Arteria
from a single root
50. Extinct heavy flightless
55. Acquire by one's efforts
bird
56. Water and downhill
51. laugh heartily
57. Chart
52. Outer garment worn by
Last Week's Solution

GET PUBLIS
IN THE NEW
MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
Submit articles on research projects, literary and
creative work, honor's theses, outstanding term
papers or similar work for consideration!
Students in the arts may submit video or audio copies
of their performances or digital images or their work!

Website: http:/ I campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa
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SUBMISSION DEADLINE:
MARCH 19, 2004
For further information, contact Dr's. Ken Bowman (6932)
Kevin Binfield (4541), or John Mateja (3192)

Finding cash for college is child's play.
Register now and search thousands of
worth over $3 bi llion

~ch olarships

BE A CONTRIBUTOR TO A NEW
MURRAY STATE TRADITION
(Publication in the Undergraduate Journal
will replace the Best Student Essays Competition)

www.thenews.org/scholarships
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Quarterback's

apart~ent
by Allison Light
Asststam College Life Editor

Walking into the second floor apartment
of College Courts. where Stewart Chil·
dress. Murray State University's quarterback re.-;ides, a wann feeling comes over
you.
1l1e apartment is the epitome of the simple life: the walls are mostly bare with
scanty dl'COmtion. Childress. graduate f.IU·
dent from Princeton. said he mostly uses it
as a pla~e to sleep.
The eye immediately falls on a huge TV
and enrertainment center set up on the
floor. The TV blocks the majority of the
light from the picture window and the
apartment is dimly lit. "Do you all want
some IightY' Childress said, a~ he clicks
on the overhead light. By examining the
entertainment center, you can tell that
Childress and his roommate. Stephen
Hntchell. junior from Mayfield enjoy
watching movies as the lxlllom of the center is littered with DVDs, including Childress' favorite, "Raising Arizona."
Beside the entertainment center sits a
computer on a small brown desk with an
Alpha Omega screen saver blinking on
and off. In front of the computer lies his
Bible, open to Peter I just waiting to be
read. On the left is a stack of blank cornpact discs and skinny lamp stands on the
right.
The white walls are nearly bare, with
only a Murray State University banner
proudly hanging above the couch. In front
of the couch. n coffee Ulble holds stacks of
books, the telephone and the frequently

CH-~HA H-OUSt
C hines e & Mexican Buffet
2 locations to serve you better! • Soup & fresh
406 N. 12th St.
Murray
759·2348

1004 Paris Road
Mayfield
247-8188

bar
Hand-dipped
ice cream
salad

•
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spacious, uncomplicated

used remote controls
The tile tloor in the kitchen appears
freshly swept and the table is littered with
school books. "And He Shall Be Called"
is the theme of the poster that hangs above
the cluttered table. The poster lists all the
names to \\hich Christ is referred, remind·
ing Childress of his aspirations of working
for Campus Outreach when he linishes his
graduate studies in May. A picture of
Beach Project 2000 is stuck to the refrigerator with a Ronald McDonald magnet.
Down the skinny hallway, to th¢ left is
the small closet Childress uses. His clothes
only fill half of it and laying in the bottom
are the crutches Childress used while
recovering from a knee injury.
The bathroom is just ns simple as the
rest of the apartment. 11le walls are nearly
naked, excepting a piece of paper taped
next to the toilet with Phillipians 2:3-4
typed on it. The shower, though small, is
clean. 11le beige curtain is drown closed,
and two wash mgs hang on the towel rack
beside the sink. Next to the extra toilet
paper on the back of the toilet is a stereo,
and an omnge Halloween cup is the lone
splash of color on the sink.
In the bedroom are two twin beds. Chil·
dress' on the left seems as though i! was
made in a hurry. lt has a bag from the University book store and his Murray State
teuer jacket laying at the foot. His roommate':; on the right is ju:-.t a-. ruffled. They
both store their shoes underneath their
beds and a thin carpet blnnket's the space
between them. A blue, maroon and white
sheet covers the window above his roommate's bed as a curtain. However, the

Photos by Rashod Taylor/ The News

Complete with a big-screen TV and a personal computer, Childress'
living room is used for relaxing aft er practice, watching his many
DVDs including his favorite, ' Raising Arizona; and reading his bible.
make-shift curtain is thin and doe~n't provide much of a shield from the light.
Between the heads of the beds stands n
large brown dresser, cluttered with odds
and ends, including another Bible, a cell
phone and various papers strewn about. A
chest of drawers squats at the foot of his
roommate's bed, against the wall. with
one drawer lazily open.
Childress has lived in his apartment for
three years and said he loves living in College Cowts. When he graduates in May he
said he will be sad to leave it as he goes to

work fuJI time for Campus Outreach.
..1 enjoy it because it's on campus, but it
has a bit more privacy than the donns,"
Childress said. "It's also better than Murray Place."
Childress' apartment, though sparsely
decorated, is not what you would think of
ns a typical college quarterback's abode.
There are no flashy trophies or awards. no
self-praising photos, and no t'botball
Cl(Uipment,just the bare necessities of living and a few artifacts displaying his
strong Chrisri:m beliefs.

NIEON B~&.C:H

Tha Wild

Tunning & Storage R efllal
10% discount off tannlmz

Raspberry

<..

Our Biannual All Night Crop is Herel
INrd\ 5, 2004 from 6 pm - 6 a.m.
Register today to resetVe)Q.I' spot, $35 foroci.llts. $15 for chikrenQJeS 7·12.
:&dJde:s cfimer. SIUI<s, door prim.~. dernons'lrators for rroke cn:l take on

Hours

Mon•• Thurs.

Packaees. swlmwear
and lotions with MSU l.D.

TeN pooc:Lcts,ITCSSOg£$ cn:l6 a.m. ~-

Ai. & Sat.

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

8 a.m. . 9 p.m.

Frst 15 1o register cn:l JXrt will rec:v.e a nice gft!

Closed SUndiDI

753-3333
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COMPLETE FORMAL WEAR
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.('f) HEADQUARTERS ~~
J'lr.~:J".d. 's
. 'lab!'~~~~· s ~
Formal Wear, Limousines and Vans
304 Main St. • Murray • 759-SOQO

Weddi11gs, Proms, Banquets, Birthdays & Anniversaries
1·888-FOR MRJS
Toll Free Nationwide
1·888-9I.UXURY
1·888·367·6757
www.mrjsladyjs.com
1-888-958-9879

Let us help you with you
Valentine's needs.

Wide assortment of
VALENTINE'S DAY
CANDY BOUQUETS
to satisfy anyone!

920 South 12th Street
Bel-Air Center • Murray

RoYIIers?Candy?
Whynotoomblne
boehwtlha
perfedolft
Candy Bouquet!

new 6 Used
DUDS and Compact Discs
8est Setedlon - Lowest Prices
Buy - Stll - Tr•
QW#4)1"//fN)ft1~$ ~

fiitMk Silme

candybouquet.com

for 111 ~Ul111,

tJff,;e !i£5se1M1:af t]J)afj[ Sjoa:
NEW LOCATION NOW OPEN

Cherr:y Tree
Florists
Holly Che" y • Owner&. Design er

PRE PAY FOR VALENTI NE'S DAY
AND GETJ O% OFF
• 112 DO:t.EN ROSFS $35.00
• MIXED FRESH ARRANGEMENTS START AI'

$25.00

• LARGE SELECTION OF VALENrJNES GIFTS

"Best Roses With the Best Prices!"
U V· FRE E
SPRAY
TA NNING

BOOTH

1309

I l l S. Fourth St.

(270) 761-GIFT (4438)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9- 6 • Sat. 9 - 3

303 N. 12th • Murray
Located in University Square

759-2100
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CandTeCitJht 'Dinner.
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Cronin
reinstates
Brown
after twogame
absence
by Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor
During warm-ups · for
the Eastern Kentucky
game on Jan. 29. panic
struck as a certain dreadwearing head was missing
from the layup drills and
shoot-around.
After missing the Eastern game and last Saturday's game against Morehead State because of a
suspension, junior forward Kelvin Brown has
been reinstated by Head
Coach Mick Cronin.
Kelvin
The scenario began
Brown
when Brown was spotted
leaving the Racer locker
room in street clothes before the warmups for the
game against EKU. The crowd was left to speculate
as they would have to wait for the post-game show
when Cronin and Neal Bradley would discuss the
question on WNBS radio.
Following the game. Cronin discussed the situation with Bradley as Racer fans heard the fate of
Brown for the first time. Brown was 11uspended
indefinitely by Cronin for violating team rules.

" I have been preaching family
to these guys, and that's why I
decided to keep it in-house."

Mick Cr onin
Men's Basketlx11l Head Coach
Cronin, his staff and players would never fully
disclose the nature of Brown's violations, but he
would say that it would be up to the team's secondleading scorer as to when he would return.
On Tuesday Brown would make good with his
coach and teammates and gain reinstatement to the
Racer basketball team.
Since coming in as the new head basketball ..:oach,
Cronin has emphasized being a family with his players and coaches as a whole. The situation with
Brown was no different in Cronin'~ eyes as he did
not want to go public with what rules were violated.
"I have been preaching family with these guys,
and that is why we decided to keep it in-house,"
Cronin said. "It's not thut I'm trying to be rude to
you guys (the media), but I wouldn't ask why you
got a divorce. We just wanted to deal with this internally."
Brown began practicing with the team the day he
was reinstated, and he will be with the team to begin
its five-game road swing. Whether or not Brown
starts during those first two games will be up to
Cronin as the situation progresses.
While Brown has been out with his suspension.
the Racers kept winning as they took both games
from Eastern and Morehead. They remain second in
the Ohio Valley Conferen~o·e ~landings, only a game
and a half behind Austtn Peny.
Cronin feels good about the upcoming schedule
and feels that with all the negativity hehind his team.
they can now focus on the task at hand. APSU and
the Racers face each other Feb. 14.
"1 feel we are completely f~.x:used now as a team to
go o ut and get the job done," Cronin said. "We have
played well on the road this year, and I believe we
will be playing the best basketball of the season in
these last two months."

Men's Basketball Standings
ovc
Overall
APSU
MSU
Samford
Morehead
TTU
JSU
UTM

TSU
EI<U

9-0
7-1

5·3
5-4
4-4

4-5
3·5
3-5

12-7
17-4
10-9
10-10
10-9
11-9
8-12
4-15

SEMO

3-6
2·6

9·10

EIU

1·7

3-15

8-12

13
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Wo01en suffer another loss
Racers drop
another close
game at home
by Lauren H e ins
Contributing Writer
The Murray State Racers second-half comeback
fell short last Saturday in the Regional Special
Events Center against Morehead State University.
The women found themselves falling further
behind in the second half 48-31 with 15:35 left.
The Racers, however, made a comeback, outscoring visiting Morehead State 27-12. The Racers kept
creeping up closer for the next 14 minutes, but
three points in the end defeated the Racers. 61-58.
Head Coach Joi Williams said the women did not
g ive themselves a chance.
"I was disappointed in our defense intensity,"
Williams said. "We did not rebound well. We have
to play every game. We really only played eight
minutes against Morehead."
William~ said everyone o n the team brings good
things to the table and there is not an athlete who
performs better than the next.
The Eagles (8- I 1: 5-3 OVC) opened the second
half on a 13-4 run, tnki ng a 48-31 lead when Eagle
senior forward DeVonda Williams hit a layup with
15:35 left in the game. This is when Murray State
made its comeback, with the Racers scoring the
next six points. Sophomore center Lori Trumblee
hit a jump shot: then freshman guard Ashley Hayes
Julie Brownlgucsc: MSURdcerpholos.com
hit a jumper and Trurnblee hit another jumper to
Senior guard Megan Fuqua drives the ball up the court Saturday against Morehead State j unior
pull Murray to within 48-37 with 12:05 left.
M orehead took a 56-43 l~:ad when senior guard guard Haley Gilmore. The Racers failed to resurge from an 8-point, J S-27 halftime deficit.
Haley Gilmore hit a three with 9:10 left. but the
Racers outscored Morehead 15-4 over the next
Fuqua said the team had more energy when they RSEC until Feb. 19. The women's team visited
eight minutes. Junior guard Rebecca Remington hit played Eastern last week.
Eastern Illinois on Thursday, but details of thi:.
consecutive baskets and, with help from Trumblee
..When we played Morehead, we waited too long game were not available at presstime. The Racers
hitting buck-lO-back layups, pulled Murray to 56- to use our energy and get excited," said Fuqua. next travel to Southeast Missouri on Saturday fol51 with 6:46 left.
.u........--~
"We are watching films from the game. We will lowed bl,a triP. to Tennessee Tech on Thun;day and
With just under six minutes remaining. semor watch and learn from this game.''
Austin Peay on Feb. 14. The team will close its tour
g uard Kandi Brown hit a three-pointer for MoreHolmes and Remington led four Murray State Feb. 17 at Tennessee-Marti n,
head, and Murray countered with a layup by Hayes. scorers in double-figures. Fuqua and Trurnblee
The Murray State women's basketball tcnm parA free throw by Morehead's Williams gave the added 1o poinb each for the Racers.
ticipates in the Ohio Valley Conference ChampiEagles a 60-53 lead, but a three from senior guard
Trumblee grabbed a team-high of eight onship Tournament beginning March I.
Jenny Bowden and a jumper by Remington had the rebounds, while Holmes had five. Bowden handed
The OVC tournament finals are scheduled to be
Racers inching closer. 60-58, with l :24 left.
out a ream~high of four assists, while Hayes and held in Nashville.
With only three team fouls in the half, M urray Remington had three a piece. Holmes and TruroBefore the Eastern Kentucky game the Racers
State was forced to foul. committing four fouls in a bke swiped a team-high three steals each, and stood at number three in the OVC in a four-way tie.
four-second span with 27 seconds left. Megen Trumblee racked up u co-game-high of three
Murray sat with a record uf 4-3 in the OVC. That
Gearhart missed the second of two free-throw blocked shots.
kept them in a tie with Moreheud State, Tennessee
attempts, and Murray junior guard Brittany Park
Morehead State paced by 18 points from Tech and Eastern Kentucky.
came down with the rebound.
Gearhart, who also had a co-game-high three
The loss to Morehead did not drop the team in
Park drove down the court and launched a three steals. Williams grabbed a game-high II rebounds, the standings as far as records are concerned, but
that missed. Senior guard Megan Fuqua grabbed while Bruwn and freshman guard TaNeisha John· they are three games behind Jacksonville State and
the rebound. Bowden put up a three that rimmed son had five assists each. Sophomore forward Austin Peay. who both have records of 7-1 in the
out, but Remington got the carom, and the Racers Shelly Johnson blocked three shots for the Eagles. conference season .
called a timeout with I I seconds left, trailing by
Fuqua .;aid the team is looking forward 10 the upThe Racers still have seven games left this seacoming road trips.
three, 6 1-58.
son. They are not scheduled to play Jacksonville
With seconds to go, Fuqua came out and fired a
"We are all e~cited and want to make it to the anymore this season, but they do have a dute with
three that missed. Morehead State got the rebound, playoffs in Murch," Fuqua said.
Austin Peay and on Feb. 14 in Clarksville, Tenn.
but turned the ball over. Fuqua put up one last three
Before the Racers face March Madness, they
Thursday's game results were unavailable at
attempt that bounced out, ending the game.
have a five-game road swing. not returning to the presstime.

New friend renews old duck season
I'd told myself it was over.
put away my steel ~hot,
hung up my waders and oiled
my gun. I was done waterfowl hunting until next year. I
even wrote u little about fishing last week.
But a newfound friend,
from one of my classes, invited me on u goose hunt last
Saturday. the last day of
goose season. He said hundreds of Canadian geese were
using a strip mine lake and a
wheat tield just behind his
father's house and that the
shooting should be pretty
good. What could l say'? One last hunt in an area full
of birds - it was a no-brainer for me.
I eagerly watched the Weather Channel all week.
watching the Saturday forecast change from a balmy
high of 58 degrees to a sultry 33 degrees. On top of
that. the temperature would be dipping inro the single

digits on Friday night with a slight breeu. It was going
to be chilly.
After getting directions to our destination, I woke up
at 4:15 Saturuny morning and glanced outside at the
thermometer. Six degrees. I bundled up, grabbed an
ex.tra large thermos of coffee, a white comforter (for
snow carnoutlqge and warmth) and Dad's JO.gauge
goose gun.
There were 10 hunters, my buddy und I included,
spread out with several dozen goose decoys along the
bank of the strip mine lake. Among the other hunters
was "Ledger and Times" Outdoor Columnist Kenny
Darnell, as well as several new and familiar fa\:es.
About an hour after daybreak, the first geese began
to funnel in. A few shots from farther down the bank
brought three birds splashing down into the lake. More
birds steadily flowed in during the morning. with singles and doubles dropping out of the large nocks 10
check our decoy spread.
Unfortunately. no one was eager to fire at one or two
birds when 30 or 40 others were in the air above them
just out of range. To top this off. those big flocks usually weren't fooled by our spread, and we ended up let-

Men's Basketball Schedule
Feb. 7
Murray State at Southeast Missouri State, 2 p.m. FSN
Tennessee State at Morcht'ad Stole, 6:30p.m.
Tennessee Martin at Eastern Illinois, 7:05p.m.
Samford at Austin Peay, 7:30 p m.

Women's Basketball Standings
ovc
Overall
JSU
APSU
TIU

Feb.9

Morehead
SEMO
UTM

Tennessee State at Eastern Kentucky, 6:30 p.m.

EKU

Jacksonville State at TennCSSl"'C Tech, 7:.30 p.m.

Feb. 10
Eastern nlinois at SEMO, 7:."0 p.m.

8-11

4-4

9-10
9-10
8-11
8-11
6-13

4-4

3-5
1-7
0-8

,,

10·9

4-4
4-4

EIU
TSU

iJ

13·6

5·3
5-3

MSU
Samford

13-5

7-1
7·1

8-11

1-17

ting a lot of geese get away. We did ftre at a double
that sailed down close. and buth of tho$e birJs went
into the bag.
All in all, it was a great time. I was able to watch
hundreds of geese work and listen as they honked at
our decoys and goose callers. I even got to fire the big
H)-gauge. If it's any indication of how cold it wus. little beads of ice formed around my beard and mustache
from the steam rising from the lake and my own fro1en
breath. Of course, with duck season having ended the
previous weekend, we were covered with ducks all
day. I saw my first Kentucky pintail. a-; well as two
redhead drakes. All we could do Y.as watch them, but
they were preny to watch.
The Kentucky game laws say duck and goose seasons nre over now, and it's always a good idea to follow those game laws. So once again I packed my :.tuff
away until next yenr. It's for real this time.

Will Brantley is tire outdoor columnist for "The Murray State News."

Women's Basketball Schedule
Feb.7

'!cnncssce Martin at Eastern Illinois, 2:05p.m.
lcnnc!isec State nt Mort>head St,ltl', 4:30p.m.
Murray State at Southeast M issouri State, 5 p.m.
Sarnimd at Austin Pcay1 5:30p.m.
Jacksonville State at Tennessee Tech, 5:30p.m.
Feb. 9

Tennessee State at Ec\Stern Kentucky, 4:30p.m.
Feb. 10

Eastcm Illinois at SEMO, 5 p.m.
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FREE DELIVERY
4 p.m. - close

804 Chestnut St.
753-6656
The Best Pizza In Town. +ltJ11ut!

Try a Great Mr. Gatti's Pizza In Any Style
CHEESE- 100% Real Provolone
SINGLE TOPPING
DUAL COMBINATION
TRIPLE COMBINATION
EXTRA CHEESE OR TOPPING

• • • • Original Crust Sizes • • • •
Medium
Individual
.5Jruill
2.89
2.99
3.09
3.59
.59

4.19
5.09
5.99
6.59
.79

6.29
7.29
8.09
9.59
1.00

1'~e

l:l'' fan

f~rfe!;<l

10.89
12.59
1.05

. 6.49
7.99
8.99
9.99
1.05

950

GATD's FAVORITES
VEGETARIAN SAMPLER - all vegetable toppings
GAITI'S SAMPLER - our specialty - all toppings
and Jalapenos on request
1AC.Q - Mr. Gatti's own spicy burger smothered
with cheddar cheese then topped with fresh
lettuce, chopped tomato, black olives, more cheddar
cheese and a mild salsa
FIESTA - Hot! Hot! Hot! spicy burger, cheddar,
tomato, bell peppers, jalapenos, and black olives
BBQ CWCKEN - Mr. Gatti's original crust
smothered with a tangy BBQ sauce, smoked
chicken. Unusually delicious!
MEAl MARKEr - p~peroni, burger, sausage,
italian sausage an breakfast bacon
CHEESEBURGER - NEW! An all American
combination, now Mr. Gatti's has put them
all together. Mustard & mayo, base topped with
provolone, hamburger, cheddar and diced pickles
BLI - NEWt Combine your favorite sandwich and
a great pizza to get Mr. Gatti's Bll' pizza. Lightly
covered with mayo, provolone, and breakfast
bacon, then topped with lettuce and mayo.

Sandwiches

3.99
3.98

6.99
6.99

10.29
10.99

13.29
13.49

10.99
11.48

3.99

6.99

10.99

13.49

11.49

3.99

6.99

10.99

il.49

11.49

3.99

6.99

10.99

13.49

11.49

3.99

6.99

10.99

13.49

11.49

3.59

659

859

1259

9.99

3.59

6.59

9.59

12.59

9.99

•

Spa Gatti

served with potato chips lr dill pickle spear

choose your own sauce

HOT HAM & CHEESE ..............~.~ ...................................................3.29

SpaGatti ..................................................................................................3.29

American cheese melted over plenty of lean bam on a hot French roll
with lettuce, mayo, tomato, mustard

Spagattl noodles covered with our special rich and thick meat sauce
served wilh hot garlic bread

SUBMAR.INE ........................................................................................l.29

SpaGatti w/ Tossed Salad ..................................................................3.99
SpaGatti Jr.............................................................................................2.19

A unique combination of tangy salami, summer sausage, succulent
slices of jubilee ham, provolone cheese, shredded lettuce, juicy
tomato slices, mustard and mayo

HOT SUPER SUB ................................................................................359

ENJOY OUR BUFFET ALLDAY
SATURDAY & SU NDAY!

Our regular sub plus some bam, salami, summer sausage, provolone
and American cheese, heated and topped with sliced ripe olivos,
lettuce, tomato and Italian dressing

Fresh & Healthy Salads
TOSSED SALAD ......................................1.19
Lettuce, bell pepper, tomato, cheddar cheese,
cucumber, and choice of dressing

CHEF SALAD ............................................3.29
Lettuce, bell pepper. tomato, ham, provolone,
cheddar, cucumbers and your favorite dressing
DRESSINGS
lUnch. frtt~ch, Blue Cheac,l.fw htllalian.. n......M blalld. u_, M•lllrd

Br_eads & Desserts
cheescsticks ....... .full order 5.99 112 order 3.19
w/ spagattl sauce ...... ~ ..............................add 504
garlic bread -······- ..·······--·..............................1.19
breadsticks ..... ~..................................................... 1. l9
dessert pizza ........................................................4.99
EXTRAS

chips & ranch dressing .................................... 1.19
cup of ranch dressing ........................................35¢
pepperocinis or jalapenos .................................15¢
extra spagattl sauce ............................................ 5~

Mr. Gatti's Famous Buffet!
Everyday Lunch Buffet
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$4.70

=

TODDIO_IlS
Canadian Style Bacon
· Mushrooms, Sausaae
Black Oli\'CI, Onions
Italian Sausaae
Cheddar Cheese
NEW Breakfast Bacon
Pepporone, Hamburger
Green Olives, BeD Peppers
Spicy Burger, Jalapenos
Tomatoes, Pineapple

All
Beverages

89¢
/J-~

~e«<l.

•Soft drinkl

• l-emonade

• Jccd Tea
• Coffce...SOt

All you Can-Eat Pizza, SpaGatti & Salad
Buffet to go...Lunch $4.70 Dinner $4.99
Every Night Dinner Buffet
Also available
Kids 11 & under - 25¢ extra charge w/ purchase
4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Buffet To go
of adult buffet. Kids 5 & under...Free Drink Included
$4.99
Kids 6 - ll...add 89¢ for drink

The Murray State News
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BUFFETS

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
10°/o Senior Citizens
Discount
1Oo/o MSU Student
Discount

Lunch Buffet ..... . ..
To Go . . . ... . . .. .
Dinner Buffet . . .. ...
To Go ........ .. .
Sunday Lunch Buffet ..
To Go ...........

. ....... $5.49
. ..... .. $5.99
.... .... $7 .49
. ....... $7.99
.. .. . . .. $6.49
. . .. .... $6.99

LUNCH BUFFET

LARGE GROUPS
WELCOME

Daily 11 :00 a.m. - 2:30p.m.

DINNER BUFFET
Sunday-Thursday: 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday: 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

506 N. 12th St.
Olympic Plaza
Murray • 759-4653

The Murray State News
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Great
SteakS.
At a
Better
Price!

Voted Favorite Steakhouse
Two Years In A Row!

STEAKS

SENIOR'S MENU

8 OL Si'loin•.••....••....•..••....••.••••.....•..••••.....••..•..••$6.58

Petite Sll'loln.........................................................$8.98
Chopped Sirloin.....................................................$8.88
Chicken Fried Steak..............................................$8.78
(Above itemalnclude buffet)
Hamburger a Soup................................................$3.89
Senior Buffet.................$5.29 (luncb) $8.49 (dinner)

8 oz. Sirii:Jin••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$8.59

12 oz. Sirloin...•....••..•........•••.••....••.•...•.•••••...•.••.•$7.58

8 oz. Rilleye••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$7.•88
12 DL Ribeye••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$8.9.11
Rltlt Mlgnon•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••$10.98
8 o.z. New Yol"k Strip..........................................$7.88
18 oz. T-bone••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$1 0.88

8 OL Chopped Sirloln•••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••$6.59

BUFFET

Chicken Fried Steall••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$5.49
12 oz. Prime Rib Grilled.....................................$10..99
Steale.l Shrinp•••...•..•.........••..•......••.•...........••...$7.88
Sil'loin Tips..........................................................$5.88

Lunch BuHet•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$6.38
Dinner BaHet••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$8.89
Soup &Salad Only (Dinner)...................................$5.89
Children's Buffet (ages 8 to 10)............................$1.99
Buffet with Sandwich•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.$4.88

CHICKEN

LUNCH MENU

8 oz. Charbroiled Chicken...................................$8.58 ·
8 oz. Teriyald Chicken.........................................$8.28
Chicken Rlleta (lrled)..........................................$5.88

SEAFOOD
Butterfly Shrinp (8 pca.)....................................$8.89
Bite Size Shrimp (21 pca.)....................................$8.88
Dena Pride Catfish Fileta....................................$8.99
Friday Seafooll Barret -AI you c• eat
Featuring Peel & Eat Sbrillp (4 p.11.- clole, FrL only).....$7.88

CHILDREN'S MENU
Hamburger..........................................................$2.88
Bhl'imp................................................................$2.88
Chiclcea Rllets••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.$2.88
Grlled Cheese.....................................................$2.88
Kid'1 Sll'loln Tipa.................................................$2.88
Bulfet.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••_•••••••••••-••••••••••$1.88

Chicken fried Steak'.............................................$4.28
Chopped Sirloln••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$4.28

Petite Si'laln•..•••••.•..•....•..••......•.••••••..••..•,.............$4.48
Sirloin Taps•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$4.48
Soup & Salad Only................................................$4.88

SANDWICHES
Hamburger ( 1/Sib.) (wltllclllae 11111 to centJ>. ••••••••••••••$2.49
Hamburger< 1/21b.) (wllllc:t-.IIMmc.~~>. ..............Sa.48
Chicken Filet Sandwich........................................$2.89
Prime Rib landwich.............................................$4.88
lliiiiYI S.dwlcb..................................................$4.88

BEVERAGES $1.19
7-Up, Mountain Dew, Diet Papal, Dr. Pepper, Lemonade,
Orange Crush, Pepsi, Tea, CoHee, Decal, CoHee, •

CARRY·OUT AVAilABLE
HOURS: Sill. • Thurl. 11 a.m. · 8 p.m.; Fri. I lat. 11 a.m. · 10p.m.
BEL•AIR CENTER 753-0440

I'I'ICII IU/IiiCt to
cb11111 due to

•al'klt condition.
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HOME OF CALZONES,
Pizza & Pasta Dinners

CALZONES
Cheese Cal zone ..............................................................................................$6.50
Chicken Calzone ..............................................................................................$8.25
Steak Calzone ..................................................................................................$8.25
All·meat Calzone ............................................................................................$8.99
Supremo Calzone ............................................................................................$8.99
Chicken Rancher Calzone ................................................................................$8.99
Chicken Alfredo Cal zone ................................................................................$9.50

PIZZA

Cheese Pizza............~ .............................................................................$6.99 $8.49
4 Cheese Pizza ..................................................................................$8.99 $10.99
Vegetable Pizza ....................................................................................$7.99 $9.99
All-meat Pizza ....................................................................................$9.99 $11.99
Grilled Chicken Pizza ........................................................................$9.99 $11.99
Chicken Rancher Pizza ......................................................................$9.99 $1 1.99

SALADS
Grilled or Fried Chicken Salad ........................................................................$5.99
Cajun Grilled Chicken Salad ............................................................................$6.50
Steak Salad ......................................................................................................$6.50
Chef Salad ........................................................................................................$5.99
Side Salad ........................................................................................................$1.99
House Salad ..............................................'......................................................$4.99
Greek Salad ....................................................................................................$4.99
Dressings: Ranch, Ho_ney Mustard, Thousand Island,
Blue Cheese, French Italian

DINNERS
10-12 oz Ribeye Steak ..................................................................................$10.99
12 oz T-bone Steak ........................................................................................$11 .99
Shish Kabob ....................................................................................................$9.99
BeefTips ..........................................................................................................$9.50
8 oz. Chicken Breast ........................................................................................$8.50
6 Piece Butterfly Shrimp ..................................................................................$6.99
1 2 Piece Butterfly Shrimp ..............................................................................$1 0.99
Chicken Tenders ..............................................................................................$8.99
Pork Chops ......................................................................................................$8.99

SANDWICHES
Sand. only Meal
1/4 Pound Cheeseburger ......................................................................$2.60 $3.86
Pattie Melt ............................................................................................$3.49 $4.86
1/2 Pound Cheeseburger ......................................................................$4.25 $5.51
Club Sandwich ......................................................................................$4.1 0 $5.86
Chicken Club ........................................................................................$4.25 $5.86
Chicken or Steak Pita ............................................................................$4.25 $5.86
Ribeye Steak Sandwich ..........................:.. ::........................................$4.68 $5.86
8 oz. Cajun Grilled Chicken Sandwich ................................................$4.89 $5.86
8 oz. lemon Pepper Grilled Chicken Sandwich .............._......................$4.89 $5.86
8 oz. Grilled Chicken Sandwich ..........................................................$4.89 $5.86
Philly Steak and Cheese ........................................................................$4.99 $6.25
Smothered Ribeye Steak Sandwich ......................................................$4.99 $6.25

FREE DELIVERY!
Minimum Delivery Order - $5.00
We accept cash, local checks, and all major credit cards.
(return check charge: $20.00)

PASTA
Chicken or Veal Parmesan ................................................................................$7 .99
Spaghetti Marinara ..........................................................................................$5.99
Spaghetti w ith Meat Sauce or Meatballs ..........................................................$6.99
Manicotti ..........................................................................................................$7 .99
Chicken Fettuccine Alfredo ..............................................................................$8.99
Pasta Ziti ..........................................................................................................$6.99
lasagna ............................................................................................................$6.99

LUNCH SPECIALS
#1 1/2 Pound Cheeseburger, French Fries & Drink .......................................... $5.29
12 The Club, French Fries & Drink ..................................................................$5.59
13 Chicken Club, French Fries & Orink ............................................................$5.59
14 Chicken Strips, French Fries & Drink ..........................................................$6.25
15 Spaghetti, Bread Sticks & Drink ..................................................................$5.99
#6 Grilled or Fried Chicken Salad, Bread Sticks & D rink.................................. $5.69
#7 Roast Beef Sandwich, French Fries & Drink ................................................$4.99
#8 2 Cheeseburgers, 2 Orders of French Fries & 2 Drinks ................................$7.99
19 BlTC, French Fries & Drink ........................................................................$4.39

SIDE ORDERS
French Fries ...................................................................................................... $1.60
loaded Fries ....................................................................................................$3.69
Baked Potato ....................................................................................................$1.88
loaded Baked Potato........................................................................................$2.75
Curly Fries ........................................................................................................$2.00
loaded Curly Fries ..........................................................................................$3.81
Onion Rings ....................................................................................................$2.00
Cheese Sticks .................................................................... ~............................. $3.99
Fried Mushrooms ............................................................................................$3.99
Hot Wings ........................................................................................................$3.99
Sampler Plate ..................................................................................................$5.99
Chicken Tenders ..............................................................................................$4.50

DESSERTS
Carrot Cake ....................................................................................................$2.99 ~
Cheese Cake ...........................................:........................................................$3.25
Chocolate Cake ................................................................................................$2.99
Terra Masu ......................................................................................................$3.99
Black Forest......................................................................................................$3.99
Pecan Pie ........................................................................................................$2.99
Baklava ............................................................................................................$2.99

KIDS' CORNER
Spaghetti ..........................................................................................................$3.99
Chicken Tenders and Fries ................................................................................$3.99
Cheeseburger and Fries ....................................................................................$2.99

DRINKS
Coca-cola Products ..........................................................................................$1.19
Sweet Tea ........................................................................................................$1.19
Coffee ..............................................................................................................$1.19

817 Cold Water Rd. • Murray
(270) 762-0441 • (270) 762-0442
(270) 762-0443
Hours: Monday- Sunday, 11 a.m.- 1 a.m.
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N.O W
OFFERING
AVAILABLE INTERNET ACCESS!
10% MSU DISCOUNT!
Low-carb burgers - 3g carbs!

BACK YARD BURGERS
100% Black Angus beef charbroiled and fully dressed with green lettuce,
vine-ripened tomato, crisp red onion, crunchy dill pickle slices, mayonnaise, mustard and Heinz ketchup.
Back Yard Burger 1/3 Lb. burger served fully dressed.
Back Yard Burger Double Meat 2/3 lb. burger served fully dressed.
Back Yard Burger Jr. 1/8 lb. burger fully dressed
SIGNATURE BURGERS
1131b. Burgers charbroiled to perfection.
Black Jack Burger blackened burger. Creole mayonnaise, pepper-jack
cheese, lettuce and tomato.
Mushroom Swiss Burger 1/21b. burger, Swiss cheese, sauteed mushrooms, mayonnaise, lettuce and tomato.
Bacon Cheddar Burger 1/3 lb. burger, topped with hickory smoked
bacon and shredded Cheddar cheese, served fully dressed.
Hawaiian Burger 1/3 lb. burger, dipped in Hawaiian sauce and topped
with griJled pineapple, mustard, mayonnaise, lettuce and Swiss cheese.
Miz Grazi's Spicy Burger 1/3 Lb. burger, served fully dressed, topped
with shredded Cheddar cheese and our famous Miz Grazi's Hot Stuff,
a seasoned pepper sauce.
SIGNATURE CHICKEN SANDWICHES
114/b. marinated, boneless, skinless breast of chicken fillet, charbroiled
to perfection.
Savory Chicken Lightly seasoned chicken breast~ topped with lettuce
and tomato.
Blackened Chicken Blackened chicken breast, topped with cole slaw,
mayonnaise and tomato.
Honey Mustard Chicken Chicken breast topped with tangy honey mustard sauce, hickory-smoked bacon bits, mayonnaise, lettuce and tomato.
Hawaiian Chicken Chicken breast dipped in Hawaiian sauce and topped
with grilled pineapple, mustard, mayonnaise and lettuce.
SPECIALITIES
Garden Veggie Sandwich Meatless, all-natural burger dressed with lettuce, tomato , onion, mustard, ketchup and pickles.
Back Yard B.L.T. Crisp, hickory-smoked bacon, fresh tomato, lettuce
and mayonnaise .
Back Yard Dog An all-bJethot dog served with mustard and ketchup.
Chili Cheese Dog An all-beef hot dog served wilh mustard, ketchup, chili
and shredded Cheddar cheese.
100% Black Angus AU-Beef Chili Homemade all-beef chili, no be;,ms.
Chicken Tenderloin lla'ilket Three tenderloins, regular fries. med ium soft
drink.
FRIES
Warne Regular, Large & Exira Lmge
Seasoned Regular. Large & Extra Large
Miz Grazi's Chili Chcc.sc Fries Our fnmou~ fries topped with fresh
homemade chili. shredded Cheddar cheese ami Miz Grazi's HoL Stuff
sauce.

BAKED POTATOES
Traditional Baked Potato Butter and sour cream available on request.
Ranch Potato topped with Ranch dressing, shredded Cheddar cheese
and bacon bits.
Salsa Potato Topped with salsa, shredded Cheddar cheese and green
onions.
Chili & Cheddar Cheese Potato Topped with chili, shredded Cheddar
cheese and green onions. Served with sour cream.
SALADS
Garden Fresh Salad Fresh crisp, green lettuce, ripe tomato wedges,
shredded carrots, rings of fresh red onion and lemon wedge.
Charbroiled Chicken Salad Fresh crisp, green lettuce, ripe tomato
wedges. fresh mushrooms, shredded carrots, chunks of charbroiled
chicken. Topped with rings of fresh onion and a lemon wedge.
Blackened Chicken Salad Fresh crisp, green lettuce, ripe tomato
wedges. fresh mushrooms, shredded carrots and chunks of charbroiled
blackened chicken. Topped with rings of fresh red onion and a lemon
wedge.
DESSERTS
Fresh-baked Cobbler
Ask your cashier for available flavors. Apple, Peach, Blackberry,
Cherry or Strawberry (seasonal)
Add a Single Scoop of Vanilla Ice Cream

SHAKES & MALTS
Hand-dipped style Shakes and Malts available in Vanilla, Chocolate
aod Strawberry. (One size)
COMBOS
Served wilh regular fries and medium soft drink.
1. Back Yard Burger Combo 113 lb. Back Yard Burger
2. Bacon Cheddtzr Combo 1/3 lb. Bacon Cheddar Burger
3. Blackened Chicken Combo Blackened Chicken Sandwich
4. Hawaiian Chicken Combo Hawaiian Chicken Sandwich
5. Chicken Tenderloin Basket Chicken Tenderloin
6. 213 lb. Double Meat Combo 213 Double Meat Burger large fries,
large soft drink
BAK~PAK

KID'S MEAL
I. Jr. Bak Pak
2. Back Yard Dog
3. Chicken Tenderloin (Two chicken tenderloins)
(served wit11 regular f ries, kool-aid burst or a sm all soft drink)
~RA GES-

sma[/, medium. large, & extra large
Pepsi, Root Beer. Dr. Pepper. Code Red, Mr. Dew.

Sierra !\1ist/7 up, Freshly Brewed Lipton leu ( sweetened or unsweetened). Back Yard Lemonade

801 Paramount Drive, Hwy. 121 N .
(270) 759-2480 • Murray
Debit/ credit cards & checks accepted
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HUDDLE~
HOUSl
&
~c
BREAKFAST

I

Served 24 hours

Includes 2 eggs cooked any style, grits, toast,
o r biscuit with jelly and your coice of...
Country Ham ........................................$5.99
Sugar Cured Ham ................................$5.29
Bacon ....................................................$3.99
Sausage ................................................$3.99
Pork Chops (2) ......................................$5.79
Hamburger Steak ..................................$5.29
USDA choice 6 oz. Rlbeye ....................$7.99
USDA choice 10 oz. Ribeye ................$10.99
Lite House Breakfast ............................ $4.99
Two Egg Breakfast.. ..............................$2.59
• Add American or cheddar cheese to your scrambled eggs for 70e
• Substitute hashbrowns for grils .•.add 49e
• Hearty helping ot gnts_.add sse
• Add 8 oz. Orange J~ice for 99C

HRSHBROWNS
ALL THE WAY ...................................... $2.99
Scattered hashbrowns grilled to a golden brown,
with diced onions, tomatoes, ham, peppers, and
topped off with cheddar or American cheese!
GRILLED HASHBROWNS ..........................$1.19
Hearty Helping of hashbrowns ........add 59 cents
Choose from these fresh ingredients, including...
Onions 20¢; Peppers 20¢; Cheese 35e;
Diced Ham or Chili, 69¢ each.

OMELETS
All Omelets served w~h Grits, Toast & Jelly
Western Omelet ....................................$4.59
Ph illy Cheest Steak Omelet ..................$4.99
Western Omelet ....................................$4.59
Ham & Cheese Omelet ........................$4.59
Bacon or Sausage Omelet.. ..................$4.29
Cheese Omelet ....................................$3.49
• s~ hashbrowns for grits...only 49e

WAFFLES
Try one of our golden waffles with strawberries &
whipped topping or tasty pecans!

Golden Waffle ......................... ...$1 .99
with Bacon.......................................... $3.99
with Sausage .................................... $3.99
with Sugar Cured Ham .................. ~~$4.99
with Country Ham .............................. $5.79
with Eggs............................................ $3.49
Strawberry Waffle .................................. $2.99
Pecan Waffle ........................................$2.99
• lite and SUgar Free Syrup available upon request

.

SIDE ITEMS

3 stnps of bacon ....................................$1 .99
2 Sausage Patties ..................................$1 .99
Sugar Cured Ham ............................... $2.99
Country Ham (Salt cured) .................... .$3.79
Toast .....................................................$.89
Raisin Toast ................ , .....................$1.09
BISCUit .....................................................$.79

Build your own ...
BIG HOUSE BRERKFRST PLATTER
1] 3 country fresh eggs
prepared just the way you like 'em!
2) Golden Hashbrowns
3) Bacon OR Sausage
4] One Biscuit with Sausage Gravy OR Grits & Toast

only $4.99
WORLD FAMOUS

. BIG HOUSE
PLATTERS
Every Big House sandwich platter is custom made, with
a •hearty helping" of fries ... leaving you fully satisfied .

..

DINNERS

Served 24 hours

Dinners include fresh salad, choice of potato andTe11as
toast. All Huddle House stealcs are USDA choice.
6 oz. Ribeye Steak Dinner ....................$7.99
10 oz. Ribeye Steak Dinner ................$10.99
12 pc. Butterfly Shrimp Dinner .............. $6.99
Chicken Tenders Dinner........................$5.79
Pork Chops Dinner (2) ..........................$5.99
1/2 lb. Hamburger Steak Dinner............$5.79
Grilled Chicken Dinner .......................... $5 .99
Country Fried Steak Dinner .................. $5.99
6 oz. Ribeye & Shrimp Combo ............$10.99
10 oz. Ribeye & Shrimp Combo ..........$12.99
• Add 6 large bUtterfly shrimp to any meal for only $2..99

LITE HOUSE MENU
Served 24 hours
Grilled Chicken Salad ............................$6.49
Crispy Chicken Salad ............................ $6.49
Vegetarian Salad .................................. $4.49
Grilled Chicken Salad ............................ $6.49
Tossed Salad ........................................$1.49
• Fat free dressings aWJlable upon request

Soup of the Day .................................... $2.19
Baked Potato ........................................$1 .19
Grilled Chicken Sandwich ....................$3.59
with tossed salad ..................................$4.99
or with soup of the day ..............................$5.59
Grilled Chicken Dinner ..........................$5.99
• Includes choice a potato and tossed salad. A boneless grtled
cnicken breast flavored with our speaal marinade and zesty herb spices.

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY SANDWICH PLATTER ...

only $4.99
• Giant Southern BBQ
• 1/2 lb. Hamburger Steak
• Country Fried Steak
• Triple Decker • Grilled Chicken Club

SIGNATURE SANDWICHES
Served 24 hours
All plates served wnhchoice of potato

Potatoes are served 3 ways: fries, hashbrowns or baked

• Add 2 stnps of bacon for 99¢
Huddle Burger ......................................$3.79
with bacon ................................................$4.78
Patty Melt ..............................................$3.99
BBQ Pork Sandwich ............................. .$3.89
Chrcken Tenders Sandwich ................$4.99
Ph llly Cheese Steak .............................. $4.99
• Hearty Helping of Fnes...59e

Club Sandw1ch ....................................$4.79
BLT SandWICh .......................................$2.99
Gnlled Ham & Cheese .... .. ..............$3.49
Ghlled Cheese ...................... .. ............ $2.49
Soup of the Day ........... .... ... ... ...... .. ..$2.19
Bowl of Chill .........................................$2.19

....
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Un!que M~can Food · Deli sandwiches '
~ caJun Specials · salads · soups · BBQ V
Dine in or carry out · Daily LUnch specials
Mon. - sat. t t a.m. - Midnight
Private dining rooms for meetings and parties
Kids Menu Available

•

(270) 759-8866
www.murraymenusJbigapple.com
APPETIZERS
Taquitos .............................................. $4.95
Chips & Salsa ......................................$2.50
Chips + Cheese Dip ......................................$3.50
Chips+ Salsa+ Cheese Dip ........................$4.00
Chips+ Salsa+ Guacamole ........................ $4.75
Chips +Salsa+ Bean Dip............................$3.50
Chips + Pico De Gallo ................................$3.50
Layered Dip ........................................ $5.95
Nachos & Cheese ....small $4.75 ...reg. $5.75
Big Apple Nachos ....small $5.50...reg. $6.50
Chicken Fajita Nachos ......small $5.95 ...reg. $6.95
Tostada Supremo ................................ $4.25
Quesadilla (grilled or regular) ................ $3.50
Wings ..................................................$4.95
Mi nt. Toacos .......................................... $4. 95
ch·1cken a·1tes-......................................$4.50
Potato Chips (with Ranch) ...... .'.............$1.50

l\IEXICAN ENTI{EES
The following items are made with beef& bean,
chicken & bc:an. or just beaD fillm~ .

Special Bean Roll ...... small $5.95 ...reg. $6.75
Smoo .......................... small $6.45 ...reg. $7.25
Enchilada ............................................ $6.25
Single Enchilada $4.25 Combination of 3 - $6.95
Stacked Enchiladas ............................ $6.95
Big Apple Burrito................................. $4.50
Chalupa .............................................. $4.75
Quesndilla Plate (grilled or regular) .......... $5.50
Chicken Fajita Quesadilla Plate ..................$6.10
The following items are berved as noted. Enjoy!

Chicken Fajitas .................................... $5.95
Chicken Ole ........................................$5.50
Taco Plate ...... beef$4.95...chicken fajita $5.75
Black Beans & Rlce with Sausage ............. .
..........................small $3.75 ... regular $4.75

DELI SAND\\'ICHES

CIIILI

All sandwiches are served with chips and pickle
BBQ Sandwich ..................................$4.25
Big Apple BBQ ..................................$4.75
Combination Sandwich ...................... $4.95
Reuben (grilled or not) ............................$4.95
Cheese Steak (grilled or not) ..................$4.95
Vegetarian (served cold) ........................$4.95
Cafe Club (with bacon served cold) ..........$5.50
Polish Sausage ....................................$3.95
with swiss cheese...$4.25
Chicken Fajita Sandwich ....................$5.75
Pimento Cheese Sandwich ..................$3.50
Shrimp Po' Boy ..................................$5.75
Cajun Pork .......................................... $4.95
Grilled Cheese .................................... $3.50

Homemade Chili ......small $2.75 ...reg. $3.25
with cheese ......................................$0.50
Green ChiH .............. small $3.50...reg. $3.95
crur1 p·1e .............................................. $4.95

Bl'ILD \'Ol'R 0\\"\ S:\l\D\\'ICII...
SPECIFY \'Ol R CHOICE
Thrkey ................................................ $4.95
Roast Beef .......................................... $4.95
Ham .................................................... $4.95
Corned Beef ........................................ $4.95
BREAD
Wheat, Rye. Bun,
Hoagie Roll

CHEESE
Swiss, Cheddar,
Pepper

CONDIMENTS
Mustard, Mayonnaise, Horseradish,
Lettuce, Tomato. Onion

Sl DE DIS I-I ES
p epperonc1ru
.. ...................................... $1.00
Potato Salad ........................................ $1.00
Pickles ................................................$1.00
Slaw ....................................................$1.00

PL:\TES
Tamale Plate ..........................~:-:........... $5.50 •
Tamales with ......chili $6.95...green chili $6.95
black beans and sausage $6.95
Tamale Pie .......................................... $5.95
CO:\IBIN..\TIO~

PL:\TE

Your choice of 2 or 3 items served with rice
and refried beans
Tamale... Enchilada ...Taco...Taqui tos
#2 - $6.60 #3 - $7.50

Wing Plate ..........................................$5.95
Polish Sausage Plate ..........................$5.25
BBQ Plate ..................$5.25 ... with bun $5.75

FI{ESII. CRISP S:\L:\I>S
Italian. Ranch, Fat Free Ranch. Honey Mustard,
Thousand ls!an~. French. House (mexi-ranch), Raspberry
Vmatgrette or Blue Cheese dressing

Garden Salad with Crispy Chicken .... $5.95
Garden Salad with Crispy Shrimp ......$5.95
Chicken Fajita Salad ..........................$5.95
Taco Salad .............. small $4.95 ... reg. $5.95
Chef Salad ..........................................$5.95
House Salad ........................................$2.25

ON TilE SIDE
Hot Flour Tortillas ......~....................... $!.()()
Jalapenos (sliced or whole) ....................$0.75
Mexican Rice ......................................$1.00
Refried Beans ...................................... $1.00
Tamale ................................................$1.95
Black Beans ........................................$1.00
Guacamole ................................:.........$2.25
Sour Crerun ........................................$0.25
Pico De Gallo ......................................$1.75
Taco .................................................... $1.95

l>IU:\KS
Iced Tea ..............................................$1.25
Mountain Valley Water ...................... $1.25
Sodas- 7-up, Mountain Dew, Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Dr. Pepper, Diet Dr. Pepper, Root Beer ...... $1.25
Pink Lemonade ..................................$1.25
Juice ..............................Cranberry, OJ.. .$1.25
Milk ....................................................$1.25
Coffee ..................................................$1.25
Kids' Drinks ........................................$0.75

DESSEI{TS
Vanilla Ice Cream ................................$2.00
Cookies .............................................. $0.50
Brownie (black & white icing) ..........$2.25
New York Cheesecake ........................$3.75
Daily Dessert Specials

ASK

ABOUT
OUR
DAILY

CAJUN
SPECIALS!
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SANDWICHES
Chicken Salad w/ Salad or Cup of Soup ......................................................$5.99
Sandwich only ........................... ............................................................ ........$3.99
w/ Chips ............................................................................................ ............. $4.99
1/ 2 Sandwich ........................ , ......................................... ...................... ........$2.99
1/ 2 Sandwich w/ Salad o r Soup ........ .........................................................$3.99
Chicken Tarragon with Salad or Cup of Soup ................. .. ..........................$5.99
Sandwich only .............. ..........
.... ............... ..............................................$3.99
w / Chips ................................ ... ........................................... ............................$4.99
1/2 Sandwich ..................................................................................................$2.99
1/2 Sandwich w/ Salad or Soup ..................................................................$3 .99
Tuna Salad w/ Salad or Cup of Soup ............................................................$5.99
Sandwich only ............,...................................................................................$3 .99
w/ Chips .................................................................................... ................... $4.99
1/2 Sandwich .................................................................................................$2.99
1/2 Sandwich w/ Salad or Soup ..................................................................$3 .99
Pimento Cheese w/ Salad or Cup of Soup .......................................... " ........$5.99
Sandwich only ................................................................................................$3 .99
w/ Chips .......... ................................................................ ................. .............$4 .99
J/2 Sandwich ...... ............ ,........................................................ ......................$2.99
112 Sandwich w/ Salad or Soup .................................................................$3.99
Ham & Swiss w/ Salad or Cup of Soup ........................................................$5.99
Sandwich only ............................. .. ...............................................................$4.99
Turkey & Swiss w / Salad or Cup of Soup ... ................................................$5.99
Sandwich only ................................................................................................ $4.99
Prime Rib w/ Salad or Cup of Soup ............................................................. $6.59
Sandwich only ........................... _................................................................... $5.59
LO-CAL
Fitness Salad ............................................................................ ,......................$ 5.99
Broccoli & Rice Quiche w/ Salad .................................................................$5.99
Banana Split Dessert .......................................................................................$2.99

OTHER SPECIALITIES
Soup of the Day w/ Dinner Roll . ...................................................$3.99 $2.99
Chicken & Dumplins w/ Dinner Roll ................................................ $3 .99 $2.99
Quiche of the Day w/ Salad or Soup & Dinner Roll ............................... ,..$5.99
DESSERTS
Apple Dumplin ......................................................... .................... ................... $2.99
Slice of Cheesecake .......................................................................................... $2.99
Whole Cheesecake ..........................................................................................$27.99
Slice of Cake ...................................................................................................$2.59
Whole Small Cake ........................................................................ $ 12.99 - $13 .99
Whole Large Cake .. ........................................................................$19.99 - $20.99
Slice of Pie ........................................................................................................ $2.59
Whole. Pie ........................................................................................................ $11 .99
BREADS
Large Loaf ................................................................. .................. ..................... $3 .49
Dinner Roll .................................................................................... ......................59¢
· Dozen ...................................................... ...... ....................... ..... ..................... $6.49
Muffin ............................................................................................................... $1 .29
Sweet Bread .....................,............................................................................._. .. $2.99
SALADS
Old Fashioned Chicken Salad ......................................................................$5 .99
Chicken Tarragon Salad ........................................-....... ........... ..................$5.99
Tuna Salad .....................................................................................................$5.99
Trio Salad ............................. ..... ... ............................................................$5.99
House Salad .................................................. ..................... .............................. $3.99
Chef Salad .............................................................. ................................... $5 .99
Club Salad .................................................................................. ................ $5 .99
Grilled Chicken Salad .................................................. .................................... $5.99
Briar Club Salad .......................................................... ............ .................. $5.99
DRINKS
Coffee, Tea, Soda ............................................................................................. $1.39
Milk .................................................................................................................... $1.39
Espresso ........................................................................................... ............ $1.79
Cafe Latte ............ ..............................................................................................$2.49
Specialty Coffee, Fruit Tea ........................................................... ,...............$1.49
Perrier or Evian ...............................................................................................$1.49
Cappucino ......................................... .._.................................................$2.49
Cafe .Vlocha .................... .......................................... .....................................$2.49

305 S. 12th Street • Murray • 753-0000 • Hours: Monday-Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

z-z.a
1

ft1A"t:

Full Buffet on Tuesday
and Wednesday nights!
MSU student discount
15°/o off with I.D.

12th & Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
Dine in or carryout (270) 759-9205
Delivery (270)759-4646
....... ......
...
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Chinese & Mexican Buffet
Steak El Meson ..........................................................................................$8.75
Beef Steak a Ia Tampiquena ......................................................................$9.97
Carne Azada .............................................................................................$7.75
Stenk Ranchero ..........................................................................................$8.75
Chile Colorado .........................................................................................$7.75
Mexican Han1burger ..................................................................................$3.75
Milancsa ....................................................................................................$8.25
Polio Feliz ..................................................................................................$6.75
Polio Tapatio ..............................................................................................$7.75
Carnitus ......................................................................................................$7.75
Shrimp Fajitas .......................................................................................... $9.75
Fajita Quesadilla (Steak. Chicken, or Shrimp) ........................................$6.25
Enchiladas Supremas ....................................................................... ~ .......$6.50
Tacquitos Mexicanos ................................................................................$6.75
Chimichanga (Beef or Chickcn) ................................................................$6.50
Tacos De Came Azada ..............................................................................$6.75
La Cosina Special ...............: ......................................................................$6.50
Burrio Special ............................................................................................$4.95
Taco Salad ................................................................................................$4.75
Burrito Mexicano ......................................................................................$5.25
Taco Salad Fajitas Marinated Chicken Breast ..........................................$6.75
Enchiladas Rancheras ................................................................................$5.75
Special Dinner- A Little of Everything ....................................................$8.25
Fajita Burrito ............................................................................................$5.25
Vegetable Fajitas ................... ..................................................................... $6.75
La Co.;ina Fajitas ......................................................................................$8.95
Fajitas- Single Order ..............................................................................$8.50
Double Order ..........................................................................$16.00
Combination ............................................................................ $16.00

Vea=etarian Combinations
Two Potato Enchilada.-;, Mexican Rice and Refried Beans ......................$5.75
One Chalupa, One Cheese Enchilada and Refried Beans ........................$5.95
Two Bean Burritos with Nacho Cheese Sauce..........................................$5.95
One Bean Burrito, One Quesadilla and one Chalupa ..............................$5.95
One Bean Burrito, One Cheese Enchilada. One Tostada
and Nacho Cheese .......... ,.........................................................................$6.25

Combinations
I. One Taco, one enchilada and one Chalupa ..........................................$5.25
2. One Enchilada. one Taco and one Chile Relleno ..................................$5.25
3. Two Tacos, one Enchilada and Chile con Carne ..................................$5.25

4. One .Chalupa, one Chile Relleno and Refried Beans ............................$5.25
5. One Burrito, one Taco and Enchilada ..................................................$5.25
6. One Beef Enchilada. one Chalupa and Mexican Rice ..........................$5.25
7. One Enchilada, one Tamale, Mexican Rice
and Refried Beans ................................................................................$5.25
8. One: Enchilada, Chile Relleno. Mexican Rke
and Refried Beans ..........................................................: .....................$5.25
9. One Enchilada, one Burrito and one Chile Relleno ..............................$5.50
10. One Beef Burrito, one Enchilada and one Tnmale..............................$5.50
II. One Chalupa, one Chile Relleno and one Taco .................................. $6.25
I 2. One Chalupa, one Chile Relleno
and one Enchilada ..............................................................................$6.25
13. One Burrito. one'Enchilada, Mexican Rice
and one Refried Beans ........................................................................$6.25
14. One Chalupa. one Burrito and one Enchilada ....................................$6.25
15. One Chalupa, one Taco and one Tostado ............................................$6.25
16. One Chile Relleno. one Burrito and Mexican Rice ............................$6.25
17. One Taco. one Burrito and one Chalupa ............................................$6.25
18. One Burrito, one Chile Relleno and one Taco ...................... ..............$6.25
19. One Taco. one Burrito, Mexican Rice
and Refried Beans ..............................................................................$6.25
20. Two Burritos. Mexican Rice and Refried Beans ................................$6.25
2 I . One Burrito, one Tamale, Mexican Rice
and Refried Beans ..................................... .........................................$6.25
22. One Taco. one Tamale and one Burrito ..............................................$6.25
23. Tostaguac. Chile Relleno and Mexican Rice ......................................$6.25

Lunch Menu
Taco ..........................................................................................................$3.50
Speedy Gonzales ......................................................................................$3.75
Tostada ......................................................................................................$3.75
Chimichango ..............................................................................................$3.75
Qttesadilla Rellena ....................................................................................$3.95
Special Lunch Number I ..........................................................................$4.25
Special Lunch Number 2 ..........................................................................$4.25
La Cosina Burrito ......................................................................................$4.75
Taco Salad Fajitas (Beef or Chicken) ........................................................$5.25
Tamale ......................................................................................................$3.50
Chalupa ......................................................................................................$3.75
Taco Salad ........................... ~....................................................................$3.75
Taquitos Mexicano:; .................................................................................. $4.50
Huevos Rancheros ....................................................................................$4.75
Fajitas ........................................................................................................$5.25
Tnke·Out Items add $0.25 extra.
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SPecialtY Pizzas

762·002-2

The Classic. Uncle oan·s Buffalo Hot. The Bie
Cheese. The Four season. BBQ Chicken.
Hawaiian Sunset. Code Blue SPeCial. Fanta
Chicken. The Natural Favorite. Chicken
Florentine. seafood Pizza
10" $10.99. 13" $13.99. 16" $11.99

Peel-N-Eat ShrimP

Gourmet Pizzas

40 ShrimP •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•517.99

10 ShrimP •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$5.99
20 ShrimP ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 10.99
30 ShriMP •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$ 14.99

so ShrimP •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••521.99

Build Your Own
Sizes
to·· Small
13" Medium
16" Laree
3o·· PartY Pizza

Cheese
10" $.99
13" $9.99
16" $12.99
30" $44.99

Add ToPPines
10" $.99
13" $1.19
16"' $1.39
30" $4.99

Extra Cheese
10" $1.19
13"$1.59
16" $1.99
30" $6.39

100 ShrimP •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$39.99

1000 ShrimP •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$359.00

The finish Line
Cobbler of the daY •••••••••••••••••••••$2.99
Superbowl Sundae ••••••••••••••••••••••$2.49
Chocolate ChiP Pizza Sllce ••••••••••$ 1.59
12" Pizza fS·SlicesJ •••••••••••••••••••$9.99
Root Beer Float •••••••••••••••" •••••••• $2.19
ScooP of Ice Cream••••••••••••••••••••$1.29

The Weieht Room

The Butcher ShoP
Bucket of Bones ••••••••••••••••••••••••$9.99
ChoPPed Pub Steak •••••••••••••••••••• $8.99

The fowl Line
FaJita Chicken Breast •••••••••••••••••• $48.99
· Smothered Pub Chicken ••••••••••••••$9.49
BBQ Chicken Breast •••••••••••••••••••$8.99
Island Chicken Breast •••••••••••••••••$9.99

Baked Pasta Dishes
ShrimP Fettuccine Alfredo•••••••••••$8.99
Baked Chicken Alfredo ••••••••••••••••$8.99

Combos
Ribs 'N Buffalo ShrimP Combo ••••$14.99
Ribs •N Peei-N·Eat ShrimP Combo$ 14.99
Ribs •N BBQ Chlcken·Combo •••••••$13.99
seafood combo •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12.99

s

From the Dockside
Buffalo ShrimP Platter ••••••••••••••••$ 12.99
Stuffed ShrimP Platter••••••••••••••••$ 13.99
Grilled ShrimP Platter •••••••••••••••••$ 12.99
Dusted Crawfish Platter ••••••••••••••$ 11.99

Nick·s BBQ Sauces
PineaPPle WillY's famous sour mash BBQ

sauce.

The All American •••••••••••••••••••••••$5.99
CaJun Bu.-ser •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$5.99
Firehouse Bun!er •••••••••••••••••••••••$6.49
Tennessee BBQ Bureer•••••••••••••••$6.49
Cheesebureer Club •••••••••••••••••••••$6.49
Mushroom & Swiss Bun!er•••••••••$6.49
Boca Veuie Bureer •••••••••••••••••••$6.99

Side Lines ••••••••••••••••••~1.59
French Fries. Onion Straws.
Baked Potato Salad. Cole Slaw. Baked Beans.
Garlic Mashed Potatoes.
Baked Potato fatter 5 p.m.J
The foul Line
American Chicken ••••••••••••••••••••••$6.19
Country .. Chicken"" Club •••••••••••••$6.99
caJun Chicken ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$6.19
Fir~se Chicken ••••••••••••••••••••••$6.19
Aloha Chicken •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $6.79
Tennessee BBQ Chlcken ••••••••••••••$6.19
Ranch Cordon Chicken ··········~·····$6.99

Chicken Tenders
Chicken Tenders ••••••••••••••••••••••••$6.49
Buffalo Tenders •••••••••••••••••••••••••$6.99

SOUPS

Bie Bob's local award winnine hot ·n sPicY BBQ

CUP ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$2.49

sauce.
Texas Tim ·s sweet •n mild BBQ sauce

Bowl •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$3.49
Chili or SouP of the daY

Home Run Wings

Sand Wed!!es

20 WinS!s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$I 0.99
30 Wines •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$ 14.99
40 Wine:s •••••••••••••••••: •••••••••••••$17.99
so Wines •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$21.99
1oo Wines •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$39.99
l 000 Wings •••••••••••••••••••••••••••$359.00
1 Million Wings ••••••••••••••••••••••~.awn

Italian Beef ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$6.49
Reuben •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••56.49
Club House Grinder ••••••••••••••••••••$5.99
Hot Ham & Swiss ••••••••••••••••••••••$5. 99
TurkeY & Swiss Cheese •••••••••••••$5.99
Sausaee Stromboli •••••••••••••••••••••$5.99
Chicken Salad Grinder ••••••••••••••••$5.99
Fried Cod·Zifla Sandwich •••••••••••••$5.99

1o Wins:s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$5.99

...

ll

616 N. 12th St.

MurraY
Dressini!s
Ranch. French. Bleu Cheese.
HoneY OUon. Thousand Island,
Oil & Vineear. Lieht Ranch. &
Lieht Italian

Salads
Side Salad •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••52.99
House Salad ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$4.99
Fried Chicken Salad ••••••••••••••••••••$6.99
Grilled Chicken Salad ••••••••••••••••••$6.99
..Chicken Salad" Salad •••••••••••••••$6.99
Club salad ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $6.99
Grilled ShrimP Salad •••••••••••••••••••$6.99

Lunch Combos
OnlY $5.99
Mon.· Fri.
1I :00 a.m. · 3:00 P.m.
Choose one item below and combine it with a
cup of souP or lunch salad
6" Pizza w/ 2 ToPPines
1/ 2 Club House Grinder
1/2 Hot Ham S Swiss Cheese
I / 2 Hot TurkeY & Swiss Cheese

Little &lui!eers•••••••••••••$3.99
Chicken Tenders
Bureer & fries
Haw & Swiss & Fries
Girlled Cheese & Fries
Kids Cheese Pizza

Quarter Back·s Beveraee $1.75
PePsi. Diet PePsi. Mf. Dew. Or.~. 7-liP.
Oranee Clush. SWeet Tea. Ice Tea. Lemonade.

COffee. Free RefiDs
Fitz"s Rootbeer. Milk or Juice ..·-····-· $1.75 Each

___ tate
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